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The policies now followed by Donald Trump are in line with America First policies followed by Willis Carto 

throughout his long career – from the 1950s onward untl his death in 2015.  

Memorial for Patriot Willis Carto by wife, Elisabeth Carto, with Brian Ruhe 

 
Willis Carto was a towering figure on the American right from the 1950s until his death in 2015. He 

founded The Barnes Review, American Free Press, the IHR and other organizations. His widow Elisabeth 

Carto 79, talks about his life. 

*http://willisacartolibrary.com 

*http://williscarto.org 

Elisabeth Carto's email: *cfoxtail@aol.com 

  
Part 1:  * https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMVaXms_0lk – 17 November 2018 
Part 2: * https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOYAioRJAKw  – 21 December 2018

COMMENTS: 17 November 2018 

panos2160   

Thanks a lot Brian for having Elisabeth Carto on your 

show for the second time! It is really wonderful to hear 

her first hand recollections about Willis Carto's life and 

legacy in publishing and activism spanning over 60 

years.  

He really was a legend and a great inspiration to all of 

us. A true American patriot who loved his country and 

did all he could to expose the dark forces behind the lies 

dragging America into the gutter. He will be greatly 

missed.  

His publications not only brought truthful reporting of 

news events to Americans for many decades but also 

debunked all the lies we have been taught about history. 

The Spotlight was the main alternative newspaper in 

America for 25 years (1975-2000) with a weekly 

circulation of over 350,000 subscribers at it's peak. 

That's huge! Before the internet, the Spotlight was THE 

premiere source for alternative news in America. 

No one had ever heard of Birderberg until Willis exposed 

them in 1975 and sent Jim Tucker to track them down 

year after year until he died in 2012. As a result, today, 

Bilderberg has become a household word.  

The Spotlight exposed so many lies and cover-ups by the 

government and the MSM that many pages would be 

needed to list them all. Iran-Contra, Ruby Ridge, Waco, 

Oklahoma City bombing, the Franklin Cover-up... It was 

all due to Willis Carto's dedication to bringing truth and 

awareness to the world. If it wasn't for Willis' Institute of 

Historical Review (IHR) and The Barnes Review, very few 

people would know the truth about WWII, the Holocaust 

myth, the Russian Revolution, the Federal Reserve.  

Today, millions of people around the world have woken 

up to these issues, largely due to Willis Carto's lifetime 

efforts. All of us today, who have seen through the 

myriads of lies by the "fake news" and mainstream 

historians, owe a great deal to Willis Carto for putting the 

truth out there for us to wake-up to.  

Even the fact that Donald Trump is President today is 

largely due to the efforts of Willis Carto. Had Willis's 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwillisacartolibrary.com&event=video_description&v=n3e1NxHzDdc&redir_token=5XVWylUfMrnnKH5rCPMyCw8eO9t8MTU0NzM2MjgxOEAxNTQ3Mjc2NDE4
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwilliscarto.org&event=video_description&v=n3e1NxHzDdc&redir_token=5XVWylUfMrnnKH5rCPMyCw8eO9t8MTU0NzM2MjgxOEAxNTQ3Mjc2NDE4
mailto:cfoxtail@aol.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMVaXms_0lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOYAioRJAKw
https://www.youtube.com/user/panos2160
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cumulative efforts over many decades not permeated 

into the mainstream American culture, Trump would not 

have found a fertile ground for his populist message. 

 Let's not forget that Willis Carto, through his Liberty 

Lobby has actively supported populist candidates going 

back to Barry Goldwater, George Wallace, David Duke, 

Pat Buchanan, Jim Traficant and Ron Paul, all of whom 

talked about putting America First, ending illegal 

immigration, upholding the Constitution, fair trade and 

exposing the "fake news."  

In deed, we all a great deal to Willis Carto. Our nation 

owes a great deal to him and his relentless efforts over a 

lifetime have not been in vain. May he rest in peace and 

be remembered always as one of the greatest American 

patriots who ever lived.  

Ard Sley 3 days ago  

He was no doubt a great man..Robert Edmundson was 

another hero of mine too.. lucifer has a lot of time on his 

hands to do damage control..money like alcohol has a 

nasty way of causing grief...look at Churchill that slime 

bag..he drank like a fish..I suppose I would too if I had 

been indebted to the jews..his father Randolph 

apparently was . The Jews have an insidious way to black 

mail our people like they did to president Woodrow 

Wilson who at the end of his life was pained at what he 

had done for the zionist international Jewish banksters.  

Comments: 21 December 2018 

Carmen Lamontagne 3 weeks ago - Correction. David 

McCalden was the founder of IHR.  

Elisabeth Carto 3 weeks ago  - Obviously, Carmen was not 

there , someone is feeding misinformation to her. Mimi  

Carmen Lamontagne 3 weeks ago - @Elisabeth Carto No 

one is feeding me anything. David McCalden was the founder of 

IHR. That's a fact whether you like it or not.   

Urban Moving 2 weeks ago - @Carmen Lamontagne Carto 

was a Lane judaic criminal  

Carmen Lamontagne 2 weeks ago - @Urban Moving Prof. 

Revilo P. Oliver really spilled the beans on Carto and warned 

others. We all know how it all went down for everyone involved.  

Urban Moving 2 weeks ago - @Carmen Lamontagne Do 

you have some resources or links? I'm forgetting the story 

details  

Carmen Lamontagne 2 weeks ago - @Urban Moving 

https://www.monkey-factory.com/wac/others/19701217-

oliver.html  

Baldur Thorstein 3 weeks ago: TRUMP IS DESTROYING 

AMERICA AND EUROPE THAT IS HIS JEWISH ROLE  

New Ideas 2 days ago R.I.P Michael Collins Piper  

-----------------------------------------------------------------  

>>BATTLE OF THE WILLS<< 
Wisdom through Foresight or Hindsight?   

In brief outline, here are four cases where PRIME UGLIES attempted to rule supreme over indivduals 

through character assassination/ritual defamation techniques. 

------------------------------------------------------------------  

1. Here is the item mentioned in the above Carmen 

Lamontagne link - https://www.monkey-

factory.com/wac/others/19701217-oliver.html - that 

features then well-known Revilo Oliver ritually 

defaming/character assassinating Willis Carto. It didn’t 

work because Carto’s record of achievement speaks for 

itself. Oliver’s attack was followed by the decades-long 

legal wrangling, which forced Cartos into personal 

bankrupty. When it came to money, then Willis even had 

to fend off attacks from within the Holocaust Revisionist 

scene led by Mark Weber. The hidden motive was simple 

and remained unexpressed: the enemy from within 

wished to earn a bequeathed fortune without doing any 

work for it. But the excuse used to wrest control from 

Carto and to destroy the IHR was the expressed fear that 

Willis was too close to the NAZI-Mindset!  

**************** 
Willis Carto archive 

Including information about his associates 

What Others Have Said about Willis Carto 
Revilo Oliver on Willis Carto 

The brilliant conservative writer Revilo Oliver wrote this 
letter to Colonel Dall, son-in-law of Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, a man who was once connected with Willis 
Carto’s Liberty Lobby. Although Oliver himself stamped 

this correspondence "CONFIDENTIAL," he distributed it to 
others besides Colonel Dall. Both men have since passed 
away.  
It is interesting to note that Carto in July 1999 somehow 

convinced Dall’s widow, Katherine Dall, to front for 
Liberty Lobby, and for yet another Carto group, the new 
Friends of Liberty Lobby. Mrs. Dall also gave Carto 

$300,000! It will be interesting to see if any of this 
money is ever seen or heard of again.  

The original of this document is said to be held in the 
Special Collections section of the Knight Library, at the 
University of Oregon.  
Note especially the highlighted portions.  

------------------------------------------ 
Revilo Pendleton Oliver 

701 Ohio Street 
Urbana, Illinois 

17 December 1970  

Dear Colonel Dall:  

As I told you in the course of our recent conversation by 

telephone, I have no interest whatsoever in coming to 
Washington to participate in a conference about the 
conduct of Willis Carto. My regard for you, however, is 
such that I shall take time that I can ill afford to state as 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcB1ftKP6O06Fscfca-U_cA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcB1ftKP6O06Fscfca-U_cA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8MdeZUPy9HV33XAN2fRVaA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8MdeZUPy9HV33XAN2fRVaA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8MdeZUPy9HV33XAN2fRVaA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKprlqTrjW3zuA-SlfTo_Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKprlqTrjW3zuA-SlfTo_Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKprlqTrjW3zuA-SlfTo_Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKprlqTrjW3zuA-SlfTo_Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKprlqTrjW3zuA-SlfTo_Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJlluUxho0nCaC-ICzXl6w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKprlqTrjW3zuA-SlfTo_Q
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=UbR2AnUIKo55go4pVkRjmKIxFfl8MTU0Nzg1NzU5NEAxNTQ3NzcxMTk0&stzid=UgzcwDOs6mdl00nAWe54AaABAg.8p9UGN6jNk38p_eT43Sq19&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.monkey-factory.com%2Fwac%2Fothers%2F19701217-oliver.html
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=UbR2AnUIKo55go4pVkRjmKIxFfl8MTU0Nzg1NzU5NEAxNTQ3NzcxMTk0&stzid=UgzcwDOs6mdl00nAWe54AaABAg.8p9UGN6jNk38p_eT43Sq19&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.monkey-factory.com%2Fwac%2Fothers%2F19701217-oliver.html
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP-D-O-H8Bt3k7BxHYKt4zw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP-D-O-H8Bt3k7BxHYKt4zw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8SEYI7wpJxm6yeiLfSZNpQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8SEYI7wpJxm6yeiLfSZNpQ
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=UbR2AnUIKo55go4pVkRjmKIxFfl8MTU0Nzg1NzU5NEAxNTQ3NzcxMTk0&stzid=UgzcwDOs6mdl00nAWe54AaABAg.8p9UGN6jNk38p_eT43Sq19&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.monkey-factory.com%2Fwac%2Fothers%2F19701217-oliver.html
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=UbR2AnUIKo55go4pVkRjmKIxFfl8MTU0Nzg1NzU5NEAxNTQ3NzcxMTk0&stzid=UgzcwDOs6mdl00nAWe54AaABAg.8p9UGN6jNk38p_eT43Sq19&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.monkey-factory.com%2Fwac%2Fothers%2F19701217-oliver.html
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concisely and objectively as I can the extent to which I 
have been involved in the activities of that individual.  

This letter is for your information. I shall give it no 
circulation, except that I shall send copies marked 

"confidential" to the other members of the Advisory 
Board of the National Youth Alliance for their information, 
since they are nearly concerned in the transactions I 
shall summarize.  
I first encountered Carto, as I remember, in 1956 or 

early in 1957 at some patriotic meeting at which he 
appeared as an associate, at least behind the scenes, of, 
William Stevenson, the editor of a well-written but short 
lived periodical called The Virginian. There was 
something about Carto’s personality and manners that I 
found distasteful and even repellent, but I am, of course, 
aware that no political effort can be based on personal 

likes and dislikes, and that patriotic activity necessarily 
involves cooperation with many persons whom one would 
not wish to have as personal friends. I therefore showed 

Carto every courtesy, discussed matters of common 
interest with him when occasion offered, and gave him 
the best advice that I could whenever he asked for it. I 

found, furthermore, that he enjoyed the confidence of 
men whom I respected highly, and that he was receiving 
personally financial support from men of means whose 
patriotic purposes I could not doubt.  
I accordingly observed Carto’s various operations 
sympathetically, but avoided any direct association with 
him or his undertakings until after the national elections 

in 1968. (I must add that when the late Admiral Freeman 
asked me to participate in an organization to be called 
Americans for National Security, I was not aware that it 
was going to become just another of Carto’s devices for 
collecting money.)  

In November 1968 Carto’s record included much to his 
credit, notably:  

(1) He had published a small periodical, Right, that had 
been a distinct contribution to the American cause, and 
had founded Western Destiny, a periodical that had a 
great potentiality and could, I believe, have exerted a 
wide influence had it not been prematurely abandoned, 
presumably because it was operating at a deficit.  

(2) He had procured (with the help of a critique that I 
wrote for that purpose) a subvention for a handsomely 
printed edition of a very rare and important historical 
study, Imperium. (I neglected, unfortunately, to 
ascertain whether Carto realized a substantial profit on 
that transaction.)  
(3) I shall advert to the defects of Imperium later, but 

Carto in conversations with me had from the first insisted 
that the general approach represented by Imperium. 
represented not only his own deepest convictions, but 
also the only means of rallying support for a successful 
American effort. He had maintained this at a time when I 
believed that there were still alternatives, so that I had 
to credit him with superior foresight.  

(4) He had gone to Belmont on a quite handsome salary 
to plan a "youth movement" that would be a Birch 
subsidiary and as a potential successor to titular 
headship of the Birch business, and he had left that post 
in circumstances which suggest that he may have 
penetrated the secret objectives of Robert the Welcher 

long before I had any suspicion of the cunning little 

man’s duplicity.  
(5) He was violently and viciously denounced by the 
Jews, both openly and through various mouthpieces, 
such as the New York Times, Morris Bealle, and Robert 

the Welcher. (I need not remark that this datum is of 
merely provisional value, for, as everyone has known 

since the days of Sinon, the best way to accredit a secret 
agent to the enemy whom he is to betray is to denounce 

him and appear bent on his destruction.)  
(6) He had, on my recommendation, salvaged the 
American Mercury, and he had founded the Washington 
Observer, which utilizes the talents and contacts of one 
of the last and best newsmen in the country. These 

publications are so useful to our cause that no American 
would wish to see them disappear, however despicable 
the character of the publisher.  
(7) He founded, on the basis of mailing lists stolen from 
Robert the Welcher, Liberty Lobby, which performs a 
very useful service, although the purposes professed 
when it was founded have now become clearly 

unrealizable. Quite aside from my regard for the Lobby 
when you became associated with it, I do not want to 
see it collapse.  

Such were, in my estimation, Carto’s credentials when, 
after the election in 1968, he proposed a plan to salvage 
the membership of the Youth for Wallace group, which he 

claimed to have subsidized to the extent of $50,000 in 
cash in a few months, and to found a national youth 
movement of the kind that I had long regarded as an 
indispensable part of any effective effort to preserve our 
nation, and had come to regard as the only remaining 
means of recapturing the United States. I therefore 
listened to Carto, but refused, as politely as I could, to 

have anything to do with the first organization of the 
National Youth Alliance, because I was not convinced of 
his bona fides, in spite of the record I have summarized 
above.  
Later, however, and primarily because of my confidence 

in Mr. Louis Byers, I did consent to endorse the National 
Youth Alliance on three explicitly stated conditions, viz.:  

1. The complete elimination of Carto’s unsavory and 
scabrous playmates, particularly Acord, Paulson, and 
Baker.  
2. Placing Mr. Byers in complete charge of the 
organization, with absolute authority over all operations 
and transactions.  

3. The supply by Carto of a subsidy of at least $50,000 
per year, over and above all income that the N.Y.A. 
might derive from members and sponsors, for a 
minimum of two years. (No one in his right mind and 
with any experience in such matters could have imagined 
that a national organization could conceivably be founded 
with a smaller investment, and it was obvious that an 

estimate of $50,000 per year was extremely optimistic.) 
In deciding to accept Carto’s pledge of support, I 
believed that I could trust, if not the man himself, at 
least his sense of self-interest. Quite apart from the fact 
that the National Youth Alliance was to be the realization 
of a project that Carto had for a decade consistently 
described as nearest to his heart, I reasoned that  

1. The weight of the evidence was strongly against the 
possibility that Carto might be a secret agent of the  
enemy; and 
2. He intended to have a future in patriotic activity in the 
United States. (He realized, of course, that the future of 
his major project, Liberty Lobby, was limited, for 

however valuable the services that it incidentally 

rendered might be, its support would inevitably decline 
sharply as Americans came to realize that they cannot in 
any way influence on vital matters the fuglemen who 
form the effective majority in Congress, and that the few 
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Americans in that body, notably the admirable Mr. 
Rarick, are tolerated merely to create the impression and 

the delusive hope that it might be possible to elect a 
large number of men like them. The N.Y.A., if now 

supported by Carto, and if it became successful and well-
known, would therefore become the most feasible means 
for Carto to continue his own career by either redirecting 
Liberty Lobby or by replacing it.) 
Obviously, I was wrong about at least one of these two 

premises.  
It was on the basis of this miscalculation that I decided 
to support the National Youth Alliance, which I then 
believed to be, and now believe to have been, potentially 
the American people’s last chance to regain possession of 
the United States. Soon after I committed myself, there 
were various small indications that Carto was playing a 

double game, but, disturbing as they were, I could not 
abandon what I believed to be our last hope or Mr. 
Byers, who had committed himself to the undertaking in 

part, at least, on the strength of my promised support.  
Mr. Byers was placed in a very difficult position. Believing 
Carto to be what he pretended to be, Mr. Byers felt 

loyalty to him as sponsor of the N.Y.A. and respect for 
his presumably great expertise in patriotic activity. I am 
grateful to him for having twice refused to forge my 
name to public letters, as Carto urged and demanded.  
As we all know, Carto not only welched on his pledge to 
provide the minimum financial support, but reiterated to 
Mr. Byers his promises to provide it, giving various highly 

imaginative, although decreasingly plausible, 
explanations of the delay; he thus deliberately and 
maliciously encouraged Mr. Byers to continue some office 
operations on credit and to assume obligations that Carto 
knew could not be met, because he, Carto, was going to 

renege when the organization had become hopelessly 
insolvent.  

Since Carto is not an imbecile mentally, it is obvious that 
he intentionally and malevolently forced the National 
Youth Alliance, which was unique among organizations 
on our side in that it was formed in time to take 
advantage of coming events, to miss the socially and 
psychologically golden opportunity in anticipation of 

which it had been founded and which did in fact come 
with the outbreaks in numerous colleges during the 
academic year that began in September 1969.  
Let me emphasize that point: the N.Y.A. was unique 
among patriotic organizations because it was designed to 
meet coming events rather than deplore what had 
already happened and make futile talk about undoing 

events that by their very nature are irreversible.  
The N.Y.A. was unique, also, because it could offer 
something new and therefore credible instead of sterile 
reiterations of sentiments and principles that, however 
delectable to those who still believed in them, had been 
effectively discredited by failure.  
As I stated in print years ago, I am aware that 

Imperium, which was to be the basic doctrine of the 
N.Y.A., was not a perfect work because (1) it contained 
errors of historical fact that made it vulnerable to 
criticism, although the errors were merely incidental and 
did not affect its major thesis; (2) contained serious 
biological errors because Yockey relied on Spengler, who, 

in turn, relied partly on forged data so concocted by our 

enemies as to appear scientific, and partly on obsolete 
theories; (3) was written from a European, rather than 
an American, point of view; and (4) contained frequent 
references to, and projections from, a situation that was 

contemporary when Yockey wrote but was already more 
than two decades in the past. But despite these defects, 

Imperium was by far the best doctrine that was 
available. It was basically sound, and some of the 

shortcomings had been corrected in the preface that 
Carto wrote on the basis of my critique and suggestions. 
It was not perfect, but rational men use the weapons 
that are available now. Armies today are equipped with 
carbines, which, as everyone knows, are far inferior to 

the laser-guns that somebody really ought to have 
invented.  
The N.Y.A., therefore, was our side’s first — and may 
prove to have been our side’s last opportunity to recruit 
support outside the relatively small and closed circle of 
aging patriots, most of them left from the 1930s — a 
group that is being constantly diminished by death and 

despair.  
Carto’s current and strange agitation about mailing-lists 
is significant. I know that such talk, coming from a 

person who has in the past boasted of his dexterity in 
filching other people’s mailing-lists, and who, according 
to what I have been told by other patriotic leaders whose 

word I have no reason to doubt, is now trying to rent his 
"prime list" and others secretly for cash in advance — 
such talk, I say, seems to be mere buffoonery. But it is 
more than a tirade by Pantalone: it is a confession — a 
most indiscreet confession — of the bankruptcy of the 
"conservative" movement.  
What makes the mailing-lists such business assets is the 

fact, admitted by implication, that the computers of the 
mail-order houses in Washington now have on their 
tapes the names and addresses of at least 90% of all the 
people in American society who are potential customers 
for patriotic pep-talks and jeremiads. These customers 

are the "old faithfuls," and experience has shown, I am 
sure, that they respond as well to the cynically contrived 

rhetoric of the professional swindlers (most of whom, it is 
interesting to note, are or perhaps were Carto’s dearest 
playmates) as to the most earnest solicitations from you 
and from others who do have a serious purpose. But 
these persons form a virtually closed market. My guess is 
that whenever Carto manages to get his hands on a 

competitor’s list, he finds that more than half of the 
names on it merely duplicate names on lists that he has 
already acquired. I imagine that every time he sets up a 
front for another hit-and-run operation with his sucker-
list, he hopes not only to give the cows an extra milking 
but to acquire some new ones with a new twist in the 
rhetoric (e.g., as in the suddenly resurrected American 

Colonization Society, which as suddenly returned to its 
century-hallowed tomb after the pitch was made); and I 
also imagine that the yield of fresh prospects was very 
small.  
The market is not only limited, but it is rapidly 
diminishing, as the "old faithful" die, retire on decreased 
incomes, become weary of giving futilely, or reasonably 

conclude from the number of exposed pseudo-patriotic 
swindles that all patriotic organizations are merely 
confidence-games. (They have no psychic powers, you 
know, that would enable them to discriminate between 
mere confidence-men and men who were sincerely 
confident that they could accomplish the impossible.) The 

dwindling herd that will give milk to restore what is past 

and gone is, furthermore, developing sore udders from 
too frequent milking, as is obvious from the diminishing 
net yield of each new solicitation. And, what is more, I 
suspect that the highest yield is always obtained by the 
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frauds, because the writing of pitch-letters is a technique 
closely akin to propaganda, and, as everyone who knows 

anything of that field regards as axiomatic, first-class 
propaganda can be produced only by technicians who 

believe no word of it.  
I know that there still is in the nation a considerable 
number of persons, not yet impoverished, who sincerely 
and ardently want to avert the disaster that is imminent. 
Now it so happens that I can write a good Ciceronian 

Latin, but if I proposed to those persons to write a 
syntactically and rhetorically perfect exposition of their 
beliefs in Latin, they would certainly dismiss the project 
as chimerical for the obvious reason that it could not 
influence any considerable part of the public that we 
need to reach, and they would not change their minds, 
even if I convinced them that Latin is a beautiful 

language, that it is in many ways superior to English, 
that everyone ought to read it with ease, that not long 
ago all educated men did read it with ease, and that (as I 

could prove from good sources) so few now read it with 
ease because of the success of what the North American 
Review a century ago rightly called "the insane 

conspiracy against the learned languages." But the very 
persons who can see at once that exhortations in Latin 
are not now feasible seem incapable of perceiving the 
futility of exhortations in terms that are equally obsolete 
and with arguments that would have been cogent a 
century ago but are now unintelligible to most 
Americans. It is undoubtedly. deplorable, lamentable, 

horrible that public schools were permitted to function in 
the United States as the instruments of our enemies for 
the past fifty years and more, and with ever increasing 
efficiency, but it is an unalterable and irreversible fact 
that the public schools have functioned and have done 

their work very well. That is a fact that anyone can verify 
in five minutes by glancing at a newspaper or watching 

the shadows in a boob-tube — or by inducing almost any 
American business or professional man under sixty to 
express a candid opinion. But the earnest patriots with 
pathetic nostalgia go on exhorting in a dead language 
remembered from their now remote youth. Theirs are 
beautiful sentiments: natura autem generis humani 

tardiora quam mala semper sunt remedia, et ut corpora 
nostra lente augescunt, cito extinguuntur, sic ingenia 
studiaque oppresseris facilius quam revocaris. No one 
can deny that: it is self-evident.  
I have every sympathy and respect for the antiquarian 
societies that justly praise and admire the Republic of 
1850 or 1810, and I certainly do not begrudge their 

members the inspiration they derive from their Jacobite 
loyalties, which are in every way admirable. I sincerely 
honor the gentlemen who wear a white rose in their 
buttonhole on the thirtieth of January, for such loyalty to 
romantic ideals is a characteristic innate in our race.  
If the members of patriotic societies seriously intend to 
deflect the course of events and to have a country that 

they can leave to their progeny, they must by this time 
have learned that they cannot do it by talking to 
themselves and crying "amen!" at prayer meetings: they 
will have to act intelligently. And, so far as anyone can 
now foresee, the time in which any action will be possible 
is very short.  

If the "conservatives" really have the money to buy at 

once all the newspapers and television networks in the 
country and to hire a corps of trained propagandists to 
operate them-- or if they can bribe a majority in 
Congress and keep them bribed for four or five years or 

if they can muster and equip at least three divisions of 
paratroopers for a coup d'etat -- I am delighted to hear it 

and I remind them that they must act at once — 
tomorrow may be too late. If, however, they cannot 

afford these obvious expedients, they had better inquire 
what measures are still within their power and they had 
better stop daydreaming long enough to look at present 
realities and to learn at least a few of the most 
elementary facts about the nature and formation of what 

is called "public opinion."  
The National Youth Alliance was a means of action within 
the power of the little circle of Americans who are so 
busy professing alarm. It was a way in which they could, 
for the first time, mobilize new recruits and set in motion 
forces that would have endangered the enemy’s position. 
How successful it would have been in the long run, only 

the future could have told, but the N.Y.A. was at least a 
rational plan.  
I have not rehearsed these obvious considerations to 

explain why I took a chance in relying on Carto’s self-
interest, but to make specific what Carto knew and 
professed to believe at that time. It is, in short, what he 

knowingly betrayed.  
On 1 March 1970, when I still thought that there might 
be some spark of decency or prudence in Carto, I wrote 
him a letter in which I indicated, as politely as I could, 
that the whole responsibility for the failure would rest on 
him, and I asked, in a way that gave him a way to save 
face if he belatedly repented, whether he had made in 

good faith the pledges of financial support of the N.Y.A. 
that had induced me to participate in the organization. 
Carto, of course, made no reply.  
It is now clear to me, naturally, that Carto saw in the 
N.Y.A. only an opportunity for another hit-and-run 

operation on his sucker list, in which he could use me as 
his cat's-paw and make Mr. Byers his accomplice. With 

the good names and unblemished reputations of the 
members of the Advisory Board as a screen behind which 
he could work, and my writing as a fresh piece of sucker-
bait, he would have had no difficulty in giving his cows 
several good milkings rich in cream, for the only 
expense, of course, would have been rent of the office 

for a few months and printing and postage for fraudulent 
solicitations, and then (as I finally discovered he had 
arranged at the very first) the N.Y.A. would disappear in 
bankruptcy, with the further profit that it would have 
been used to defraud his creditors of some $30,000+ of 
accounts that he transferred to the N.Y.A., and its name 
would have been used for fake entries to cover up 

shortages of at least $100,000 on the books of his 
various operations.  
One can understand how irate and enraged Carto must 
have been when he discovered that, for reasons that 
may have been incomprehensible to him, Mr. Byers was 
unwilling to cooperate in forgery and theft.  
On 1 July 1970, the Advisory Board of the National Youth 

Alliance met and unanimously advised Mr. Byers to 
refuse a sheaf of fake notes falsely acknowledging 
receipt of some $26,000+ from a mysterious "Emergency 
Committee" of which no one had ever heard and of other 
large sums from other subsidiaries and fronts in Carto’s 
tangled web of promotions — all notes that Carto claimed 

he needed in order to deceive his bookkeepers. In 

making this recommendation, however, we did not 
reckon with foresight and cunning beyond that of most 
confidence men.  
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Carto’s contribution to N.Y.A. had been the services of 
the staff of Liberty Lobby to keep the books and handle 

the bank accounts, including both deposits and cheques 
— and, I remark incidentally, it will be very interesting to 

see what will be shown by the audit that is now probably 
inevitable. This arrangement, at least, made it possible 
for Carto to set a trap for Mr. Byers by issuing fake 
withholding certificates for the N.Y.A.’s small payroll and 
secretly failed to make the indicated payments to the 

Federal government. Since Mr. Byers was officially the 
director of the N.Y.A. and therefore legally responsible, 
Carto thus cleverly and secretly made Mr. Byres legally 
liable to fine and imprisonment. Thus Carto, by disclosing 
his own dishonesty and threatening to have Mr.Byers 
denounced to the Federal authorities and punished for 
Carto’s defalcations, was able to blackmail Mr. Byers into 

signing the fraudulent notes to cover up, at least from 
the perfunctory glances of a routine accountant, the 
disappearance of large sums of money for which he was 

unable or unwilling to account.  
Passing over other tricks which are trivial in comparison, 
I note, as evidence of Carto’s remarkable abilities, that 

after the successful blackmail. operation he cleverly paid 
only a part of what was due the Federal government, and 
finally, as part of a settlement at which you were 
present, gave Mr. Byers the money needed to pay the 
remaining arrears to the Federal government, thus 
inducing the unsuspecting Mr. Byers to sign a release 
which, as Carto well knew but Mr. Byers did not, would 

leave him personally liable for the large fine that would 
be assessed as a penalty for Carto’s delinquency.  
I note further that Carto, after solemnly pledging himself 
and his associates not to defame Mr. Byers, almost 
immediately had published an infamous libel, which he 

had prepared in advance of signing the pledge, in the 
malodorous pseudo-American sheet, Statecraft, 

established and operated by the scurvy crew that he 
tried to introduce into the National Youth Alliance at the 
beginning, doubtless as collaborators. I know the adage 
that politics make strange bed-fellows, but I am not sure 
that that is an entirely adequate explanation of an 
attachment so persistent, despite real or simulated 

spats, that it almost presupposes the kind of intimate 
accord that comes only from common tastes and a 
common morality. At all events, Carto is known to have 
financed Statecraft in the past, secretly and probably 
with money extracted from his sucker-lists by means of 
artfully frantic pleas for help to save the nation, and it is 
only too likely that he used money from the same source 

to pay for the printing and distribution of the defamatory 
sheet, and for the creation of a counterfeit "N.Y.A.," for 
which he cleverly created a pretext at the very time that, 
to obtain my sponsorship, he had to separate Acord & 
Co. from the operation. That is evidence of great 
foresight, and one must credit Carto with a certain kind 
of talent amounting almost to genius.  

I do not presume to divine Carto’s motives. He appears 
to be pursuing Mr. Byers with a kind of vindictive 
hysteria that seems odd in a person presumably not 
equipped with an uterus, but that may be part of some 
design too subtle and devious to be discerned at present 
by less ophidian intellects.  
So far as I can see, the most favorable interpretation of 
Carto’s career suggests that a year or two hence there 
will appear in Switzerland a yet young individual, perhaps 
calling himself Wilifred Carter or something like that, who 
will settle down to living comfortably on his hard-earned 
Swiss bank accounts, and will chuckle as he, from a safe 

distance, watches the American suckers get what is 
coming to them. On any other explanation that I can 
think of, he is a fool as well as a knave. [emphasis added]  

It is a waste of time to argue over spilled milk. The 
present situation is that Carto has, in all probability,  

(1) destroyed the National Youth Alliance. Although I do 
not wish to discourage those who are making a 
desperate effort to carry on, it is likely that Carto’s 
counterfeit will create such utter confusion as will make 
all efforts futile; at best, the N.Y.A. will probably survive 
only as a small and struggling organization with no 

opportunity to realize its original potential unless some 
fresh opportunity should be provided by events that 
cannot now be foreseen.  
(2) prematurely destroyed Liberty Lobby. If the Federal 
government is really pressing the claim for income tax 
described in your recent letter, it seems to me a virtual 
certainty that nothing that can now be done to the books 

of the Lobby and the holding companies could 

successfully conceal the fake entries concerning the 
N.Y.A., and there may be similar entries involving some 
of the many other fronts. Even so relatively innocuous a 
ploy as the great "mortgage crisis," which, I was told, 
brought in considerably more than enough money to 
enable Carto to buy the building from himself and then 

lease it to Liberty Lobby at a greatly increased rental, 
must have left a spoor on the books, and that one detail 
alone, if made public at a trial or otherwise, would mean 
the end of Liberty Lobby — and probably the end of all 
patriotic solicitations by mail.  
(I do not mean to sound alarmist, but the claim 

described in the current appeal letter must mean that the 
Infernal Revenue Service has some evidence by which it 
hopes to show that the proprietor of Liberty Lobby 

realized in 1966 and 1967 together a net profit of 
$258,010.00 (less adjustment for surtax), and that 
means that even if there were no political animus 
involved, they will put their shrewdest auditors to work 

on the accounts, and such men are unlikely to overlook 
any lead. I add, for what it may be worth, that an 
acquaintance of mine who was recently in Washington 
picked up in Congressional circles a rumor that one of 
Carto’s bookkeepers has been "singing" (if I may quote 
the Washingtonian argot) to the F.B.I. and I.R.S. Of 
course, there is no way of knowing how much weight, if 

any, one should attach to such rumors.)  
I have written this letter to state the situation as I see it 
for your information and for whatever help it may be to 
you. I need not say that it implies no criticism of you, for 

whom I have only the kindest feelings. And, obviously, I 
do not presume to advise you.  

I have no desire to take any kind of vengeance on Carto 
or to hasten the retribution that he has probably brought 
inescapably on himself. What he has done cannot be 
undone. I naturally resent his effort to use me as a patsy 
in his scheme, and I feel a certain shudder of loathing 
whenever I remember how hard he tried to induce me to 
become the "President" or the "Chairman" of the N.Y.A. 

as he intended it to be, but that is all. There are many 

bigger swamp-adders in the mephitic slough by the 
Potomac, and while Carto may take pride in thinking 
himself the most venomous of his size, my own concern is 
to avoid further contact with a species that I do not have 

the stomach to contemplate without nausea. [emphasis 

added]  
Let me repeat that I do not wish to see Carto exposed. 
The American Mercury, the Washington Observer, and 
Liberty Lobby, so far as I can see, all make distinct and 
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valuable contributions to the American cause, which may 
not be entirely hopeless, and so, in my estimation, every 

additional month that they continue to exist is a gain for 
us. That is why I am asking my fellow members of the 

Advisory Board of the National Youth Alliance to regard 
as strictly confidential the copies of this letter that I must 
send them for their own information.  
That I have taken the time now, when I am desperately 
pressed for time to discharge long-standing 

commitments in my own work, to write this long letter to 
you should be sufficient proof of my personal regard for 

you.  
Please remember us cordially to Mrs. Dall.  
With best wishes,  
Sincerely,  
/s/ Revilo P. Oliver  
*https://www.monkeyfactory.com/wac/others/1970121
7-oliver.html 

------------------------------------------------------------------   

2. There will always be individuals whose hindsight 

is 20/20 but who themselves have never created 

anything except to generate the impression they 

are so insightful and all-knowing and so 

benevolent – wishing to save lives, if need be!  

The prime example of such soul-destroying 

mindset pervades the current Chabloz Affair 

tearing apart British Nationalists - some of whom 

absurdly claim that Alison Chabloz caused Robert 

Faurisson’s death – as illustrated in the following: 

**************** 

Shepperton Sabotage – evidence trails point to inside plot 
By Alison Chabloz – 12 January 2019 

This post is the first of a series of three articles 
addressing the ongoing internecine campaign to oust me 
from British nationalism-revisionism. 
After having blamed me for sabotaging Professor Robert 

Faurisson’s final conference in Shepperton and then 
holding me responsible for the 89-year old professor’s 
death the following day, the pitch coming from my 
detractors has suddenly shifted into trying to shame me 
into abandoning my appeal. Spin now also includes 
mental health smears that I would be “insane”. 

Firstly, a brief word about the three signatories of the 
original Shepperton sabotage statement: 
Michele Renouf is the same age as my mother. One 
regular London Forum attendee, also female, describes 
Renouf as the “self-appointed Secretary General of the 

UK Revisionist Closed Shop Union” – an apt appraisal. 
In a recent email, former BNP leader Nick Griffin had this 

to say about Renouf’s involvement in the smear 
campaign against me: 
“I think that the motivation of Renouf is probably simple 
personal jealousy. She spent several years as the poster-
girl of the clique of elderly single men who make up the 
most visible and noisy section of the ‘far-right’ in Britain, 
then you came along, younger and with much more 

ability. No more explanation needed.” 
Not wishing to further embarrass Renouf, I shan’t be 
publishing similar views from other correspondents. 
However, more information on Renouf is included below. 
Veteran nationalist Richard Edmonds is also the same 

age as my mother. When giving speeches, Edmonds likes 

to boast about having managed to survive in nationalist 
politics for so long a) because he’s never made a fool of 
himself over women and b) because he never mentions 
people’s names. (Ironically, when former BNP organiser 
Bob Gertner was also facing internal accusations of 
working for the enemy, Edmonds supported him on 
grounds of there being no evidence). 

As Edmonds is the person (patsy?) to insist I should 
abandon my appeal – implying also that I should grovel 
to the opposition rather than fight back – he might like to 
take note of legal proceedings during the early 2000s 
against the late Gaston-Armand Amaudruz, whose appeal 
led to the Swiss Federal Tribunal reducing his prison 
sentence for historical revisionism from 15 months to 

just three. 

(N.B. Guillaume/William Nichols was Prof Faurisson’s 
private secretary for many years. For unknown reasons 
he gave his approval to the published statement but 
didn’t actually go as far as signing his own name. Since 

then, he’s included me in several round-robin emails and 
even replied to Edmonds’ scaremongering, insisting that 
I am “sincere, albeit slightly insane”). 
Peter Rushton is two years younger than me. Perhaps 
the fact that he spends most of his time in the company 
of seniors has caused him to look the same age as my 

mother? (NB My mother’s stylish dress sense and 
constant temperament gives her the edge over my 
detractors any day). 
When Rushton was proscribed from the BNP in 2002 
following multiple allegations of dubious activity, his 

written response included the following gem: 
 

“As any fair-minded reader will realise, the issue is not 
whether I had a legal right to a tribunal. The issue is 
whether I had a moral right, and far more importantly 
whether the leadership was really interested in the truth. 
“If you are interested in finding out the truth of an 
allegation, the most obvious thing to do is to put the 
allegation to the person concerned. ‘Evidence’ is not 
really evidence at all until it has been rigorously tested. 

“Griffin and Lecomber, characteristically, preferred not to 
test any of their ‘evidence’. I and many others were first 

told that there could be no mention, let alone discussion, 
of any of the charges, let alone the evidence!” 
 

Crucially, it was Renouf herself who in 2017 told me that 
Rushton had first made contact with her after he had 
created two promotional websites: Telling Films and 
Jailing Opinions. 

Like Griffin, historian and investigative journalist Larry 
O’Hara of Notes From The Borderland is convinced that 
Rushton, aka Captain Hook (aka Andy Ritchie aka Leo 
Clitheroe), is a state asset: 
[…] Rushton is a long-term Searchlight/state mole, and 
as the former’s star is waning, it is entirely plausible he 
has hooked up with HNH [Hope Not Hate] too. In 2002 

the Nick Griffin-led BNP expelled him because of 
cumulative evidence […]. To quote (for the first time 
anywhere) a contemporary (22/10/02) intelligence report 

by one of Rushton’s handlers: 

https://www.monkeyfactory.com/wac/others/19701217-oliver.html
https://www.monkeyfactory.com/wac/others/19701217-oliver.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/708778.stm
http://borderland.co.uk/component/k2/item/134-brexit-resisted.html
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1261219/?postcount=7#post14629178
https://alisonchabloz.files.wordpress.com/2019/01/180528-rushton-1.jpg
https://alisonchabloz.files.wordpress.com/2019/01/180528-rushton-1.jpg
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“has been at the centre of an ongoing war between 
various factions within and outside of the BNP. He 
appears to have Tyndall on side and has set up a NWBNP 
site to put the case of his supporters. He has also on my 

advice gone down the Data Protection path to ask to see 
what they hold on him……He has some heavy people 

behind him. It could run and run”. 
It certainly has ‘run and run’, but maybe has now finally 
run its course. […] Rather than embarrass Rushton 
further I merely say this: is it not time, honestly, that 
Captain slung his Hook? 

The ridiculousness of the signatories’ claims against me 
speaks for itself, as does Edmonds’ latest 
scaremongering attempt to persuade me to abandon my 
appeal. Indeed, Rushton’s use of bold text in the H&D 
online edition of Edmonds’ piece further confirms that he 
– Rushton – was the instigator of the “strategy” angle all 

along (= my songs would be a disaster for “real” 
revisionists) and therefore also the main culprit behind 
the conspiracy to oust me from British nationalism-
revisionism. 

See also Rushton’s comment in the new H&D print 
edition: this fake nationalist doesn’t even have the 

cojones to mention my name. If Rushton and his editor 
Mark Cotterill think that intelligent people are likely to 

believe such garbage, then perhaps it’s worth noting the 
following “biography” written by Rushton on one of the 
websites he dedicated to Renouf just over a decade ago: 
The only verifiable facts of the above are Renouf’s 
Australian origins, her move to London in 1970, ballet 

classes (her mother ran a ballet school) and her 
marriages – although “happy” would seem to somewhat 
contradict Renouf’s decision to run off and marry a 
billionaire.  
Maybe “happy” simply wasn’t enough and she was in 
search of wealth and a title as well? Renouf’s only 
bonafide diploma is her teaching certificate from 

Australia. The rest is bogus, including claims of Russian 
nobility and most likely the ballerina pic too. 
Despite hard evidence in black and white that both 

Rushton and Renouf have lied (see photos below) and 
are still lying through their teeth in order to discredit and 
defame me, a number of patriots still seem in awe of 

them.  
Oh, and before I forget, there is apparently no public 
record of Rushton ever having obtained a first class 
degree in History from Oxford. Again according to 
O’Hara, it was Gerry Gable’s Searchlight that originally 
published this story years ago. Furthermore, Rushton’s 
defence witness statement in my original trial was 

submitted without my prior knowledge. His offering – a 
few photocopied pages of Finkelstein’s Holocaust 
Industry along with various links from The Guardian and 
elsewhere – arrived in my inbox as part of my lawyer’s 
submission to the court. 

 

 
 

https://alisonchabloz.com/2018/04/07/for-the-record-tall-poppy-syndrome-the-plight-of-british-nationalism-today/
https://alisonchabloz.com/2018/04/07/for-the-record-tall-poppy-syndrome-the-plight-of-british-nationalism-today/
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Above: Rushton’s and Renouf’s claims regards my Vichy 
2017 performance were proven to be false after a video 
of the event was finally released in May 2018. 

 
Returning to the Shepperton debacle, it is now almost 
impossible to reach any other conclusion: Rushton and 

Renouf wanted me removed from revisionist circles long 
before the Shepperton conference actually took place. 

Several sources who attended the conference have 
confirmed that Matthew Collins of Hope Not Hate taking 
credit for following a group of attendees from Waterloo is 
bunkum. HNH’s informant had to be one of the party and 

all trails lead back to the organisers themselves, to an 
invited guest, or to a combination of both. 
Perhaps patriots reading this will now begin to 
understand why UK nationalist politics have repeatedly 

failed to achieve anything of consequence? As for my 
appeal, if Rushton, Renouf, Edmonds, et al., truly believe 
that I should forego my rights and grovel to the 
opposition, thanking them for the “leniency” of my 
sentence, then they are hugely mistaken. 

January 13, 2019. 
Following on from yesterday’s post, here I wish to focus 

particular attention on past incidents, notably concerning 
assistant editor of ‘nationalist’ journal Heritage & Destiny 
(H&D), Peter Rushton. 
The last London Forum to date was held at the Strand 
Palace May 2017. On the morning of the event, I 
watched several ‘anti-fascist’ Twitter accounts closely 

and was able to alert organisers Jez Turner and Stead 
Steadman that the pre-meeting rendezvous location had 
been leaked: a group of Antifa thugs was about to 
debark and attempt to disrupt and halt the meeting. 
Thanks to my online vigilance and quick thinking on the 
part of the organisers who were immediately able to 
change the RV point, the meeting went ahead with only 

minor disruption from a handful of protesters gathered 
on the narrow pavement outside, quickly moved on by 
police. 
A week or so before the meeting, I had also attended a 
social evening in London. Towards the end of the 
gathering, I inadvertently gave Turner and two other 
men present a false lead concerning Turner’s Google 

search results. In fact, my Search Tools had been set to 
“past month” rather than “any time”, bringing up results 
of recent posts published by obscure nationalist outfit 
British Resistance run by Jack Sen and Carl Mason; 
several blog posts and YouTube videos published that 
month claimed Turner was a police spy; these results 

came top of Google’s “past month” search of Turner’s 

name. 
A few days later I noticed that Hope Not Hate (HnH) 
“Head of Intel” Matthew Collins had published the above 
false lead about Turner’s Google search results in one of 

his Far Right Roundup series. This post has since been 
removed from the HnH website. Two AlexaCrawls 

screenshots of the URL are also missing from 
Archive.org’s Wayback Machine, suggesting that Collins 

published his piece May 17th and that the article was 
removed once Collins received info that the lead was 
false. 

Hope Not Hate’s 
‘Head of Intel’ 
Matthew Collins 
during yet another 
BBC “exposé” of 
the “far right”. 
Soon to be as broad 
as he’s tall (or 
short)? 

 

Unfortunately, I 
didn’t have the 
presence of mind to 

take a screenshot 
of Collins’ article, 
but I did mention it 

to Jez Turner. 
Here’s where things 

get a little complicated so please bear with me. 
May 20th, British Resistance‘s Carl Mason sent an email 
to Turner stating: 
“Congratulations copper, you’re names [sic] number 1 in 
the search engines as a copper.” 

If I am mistaken about the date of Collins’ article (which 
I’m pretty sure I’m not…) then how else could Mason 
have known about the false lead? Therefore, it’s 
reasonable to assume that Mason’s email was sent after 
reading Collins’ Roundup. 

Now, time to reveal the names of the two people present 
when I supplied my inadvertent “false” lead: Stead 

Steadman and Peter Rushton. 
As stated above, after reading Collins’ piece, I told 
Turner in person about the article and explained that my 
information had been inadvertently false, simply because 
my Search Tools had been geared to the wrong settings. 
I distinctly remember telling Rushton the same, also in 

person, separately. 
 
Fast forward to the end of 2018 and the sabotage of the 
Shepperton conference from which I was originally 
banned and then, without a shred of evidence, labelled 
by Rushton and his cohorts as “a traitor and a saboteur”. 
As confirmed by several of the Shepperton conference 

attendees, the tale spun by HnH and Collins after the 
event is 99% rubbish, clearly intended to muddy the 
waters and shield their inside source from suspicion. As 
well, HnH’s tweet on the day of the conference asking a 
certain “Sophie” to “call back” stinks entirely of a set-up. 
However, Gerry Gable’s Searchlight elaborates on a 
different yet equally bizarre conspiracy theory: 

Stead Steadman is clearly being targeted, as noted in 
Gable’s reference to the HnH queer Swede’s infiltration of 
Jez Turner’s London Forum. Perhaps the “suspicious 
absence” reference in the final sentence refers to yours 
truly, although this is impossible to confirm as Gable 
mentions no names. Moreover, Steadman did not attend 

the Shepperton conference as he had other plans that 

day. H&D online’s November 25th statement accusing 
me of sabotaging the Shepperton conference was quickly 
followed by a gleeful post by Collins that I vaguely refer 
to in my November 30th update "Chronic, hopeless and 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170517221953/http:/hopenothate.org.uk:80/https:/web.archive.org/web/20170517221953/http:/hopenothate.org.uk:80/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170517221953/http:/hopenothate.org.uk:80/https:/web.archive.org/web/20170517221953/http:/hopenothate.org.uk:80/
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desperate".*https://alisonchabloz.com/2018/11/30/chr

onic-hopeless-and-desperate/. 

There is nothing whatsoever sinister about Steadman. 

However, the same cannot be said for Rushton. 
Just another couple of anecdotes before l leave readers 
to make up their own minds. 
Following news in October 2017 that members of the 
proscribed group National Action had plotted to murder 
Labour MP Rosie Cooper, Rushton wrote: “this murder 
plot sounds very far-fetched and H&D is aware of a very 

different story, which we cannot yet publish for legal 
reasons” [H&D n° 81 November-December 2017 p.3]. 
In February 2018, shortly before Rushton and I parted 
ways, he told me in person that there was an inside plot 
to frame National Action (NA) members for this alleged 

murder plot. The public was eventually informed five 
months later in June once the trial had begun. In fact, 

the insider, Robbie Mullen, has been on the HnH payroll 
since April 2017. 
The question is, of course, how did Peter Rushton get 
hold of this sensitive information? And how did Matthew 
Collins get hold of my false lead on Jez Turner’s search 
results as described above? 

It’s no secret that both men like a drink from time to 
time. In one recent beer-fuelled missive, Rushton claims 
he is ready to provide “judge, jury and EXECUTIONER” in 
order to have me “surgically removed” from “movement 
circles”.  I kid you not… 
Collins’ ramblings on Twitter and elsewhere lend a fair 
impression of his intellectual capacities – or rather lack of 

them – but it’s hard to imagine him spouting desperate 
hyperbole à la Rushton in emails to fellow System 
drones. Karl Hohenstauffen of the London Regional Press 
Office is right when he says H&D and HnH feed off each 
other – they need each other in order to confirm their 
own existence. In any case, neither is to be trusted, as 
confirmed by HnH November-December 2018 magazine, 

issue n° 37, p. 38: 
The brief text – obviously written in rather a hurry and 
therefore dotted with typos – states: 
“Edmonds and Chabloz marching alongside each other 
was made the more interesting as he was at the time 
party to a soon to be released denouncement of Chabloz, 

decrying her a “traitor and saboteur”… 

Really? 
Conflicting mails from Richard Edmonds in the days 
following November’s NF parade to the Cenotaph show 
that such claims are the product of pure fantasy. Indeed, 

two days after the parade on November 13th, Edmonds 
sent a round-robin email to a group of nationalists – 

including myself – marvelling at the success of last 
November’s event: 

“Soon we will publish the film of this years NF’s parade to 
the Cenotaph. You will see that we organise a serious 
and disciplined march with flags flying and heads held 
high, and all with the kind permission of the authorities.” 
If Edmonds knew he was to be party to my denunciation 

before the NF parade took place, then why would he risk 

undermining his own party by inviting me to speak at the 
rally afterwards, in the full knowledge that a video would 
be uploaded to YouTube and to the NF website? 
Prior to publication, Edmonds was asked for a statement 
clarifying this apparent inconsistency, but he declined to 
respond. 
Hopefully, the new NF leadership will be able to see 
through this nonsense and start to seriously consider 

how best to avoid such calamities in future. 

 
January 14th, 2019. 

The 22 years I spent in relative isolation in the Swiss 
Alps where local traditions are cherished served me well. 
I speak perfect French, not-so-perfect German, earned 
myself a music degree from Lausanne’s Haute École de 

Musique and became a mother as well as a competent 
skier. On the other hand, this chocolate-box lifestyle 
didn’t quite prepare me for what I would find on 
returning to my birthplace: a land transformed by 
weaponised mass immigration, a deeply divided populace 
ingrained with ever-increasing levels of intolerance 

towards one another – the products of a political and 
social system corrupt to the core. 
Nevertheless, my musical education provided me with 

plenty of opportunities; performing at the Edinburgh 
Fringe, in local folk bands, on cruise ships and as a solo 
artist. Indeed, my solo Songs of the Shoah earned 
worldwide acclaim – as well as a conviction for malicious 

communications. Is there any other western artist – folk, 
punk, rap or even Blood and Honour – who has suffered 
the same level of censorship and persecution for their 
music?  
Moreover, why would any self-respecting nationalist-
revisionist residing in a country with no specific law 
banning historical revisionism also be seeking to cut out 
my tongue? 
Alas, we do not live in a sane world. And those within the 
UK nationalist community who have declared a war of 

strategy against me seem to have lost their moral and 

intellectual compasses. Still, perhaps this debacle will 
result in a turnaround – eventually. Those who saw fit to 
sign and publish a scandalously untrue and unfair version 
of events following the sabotage of Prof Faurisson’s final 
conference in Shepperton have unwittingly declared their 
own hand and, thankfully, there are still enough sane 

people around able to recognise that there is something 
deeply amiss in the accusations laid against me. 
One such decent person called round for a visit earlier. 
Perhaps unintentionally he provided what might be the 
very final piece of the Shepperton puzzle: a murder 
mystery now finally solved?  

Although I didn’t realise at the time, the actual puzzle 
piece had already been published in yesterday’s article: 
three photos (see below) from Hope Not Hate’s (HnH) 

most recent magazine. 
 
 
 

https://alisonchabloz.com/2018/11/30/chronic-hopeless-and-desperate/
https://alisonchabloz.com/2018/11/30/chronic-hopeless-and-desperate/
https://twitter.com/MattHopeNotHate/status/1082668422633263104
http://londonregionalpressoffice.blogspot.com/
http://londonregionalpressoffice.blogspot.com/
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Publication of the magazine was delayed, as confirmed 
by the article mentioning me on page 38. I realised only 

after my friend had left and after publishing yesterday’s 
post that this HnH article might well be the key to the 

entire mystery. 

 

 
 

 

 
Let me again cite the relevant passage from the article: 

 
“Edmonds and Chabloz marching alongside each other 
was made the more interesting as he was at the time 
party to a soon to be released denouncement of Chabloz, 
decrying her a “traitor and saboteur.” 

 
After my friend had gone home, I remembered that the 
only time I had seen this same incongruous assertion – 
that Richard Edmonds already knew before the NF 
Remembrance Day parade I was to be denounced – was 

in an email sent by Edmonds November 26th. This email 
was then forwarded to me by one of his correspondents 
December 2nd. The email begins: 
“[…] Dear All, 
Yes, a calamity and a very unpleasant business. Yes, I 
was proud to stand at the Cenotaph and Yes, I did know 

most of the facts which have now been revealed on the 

H.& D. web-site, but Remembrance Day is not the 
occasion to raise such matters. There has to be a proper 
time and a place for such.” 
The forwarded version sent to me on December 2nd did 
not include Edmonds’ cc list. In order to narrow down the 
possibilities of how HnH came about this information, I 
needed this list. When it arrived, I was surprised to see 

only a dozen email addresses. One name in particular 
stood out. In the words of Kate Bush: I raise my hat to 
the strange phenomena. 
In Matthew Collins’ HnH online article dated November 
26th – the day after the H&D Shepperton sabotage 
statement – he claims that a female “reporter” travelled 

by train with a group of attendees from Waterloo to the 

conference venue. The segment also mentions Derek 
Beackon who was indeed part of that group, as was 
Edmonds along with several other male patriots. 
However, there was no pre-journey meet-up at any 

https://youtu.be/mZxJwQ_ITpE
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Waterloo pub and Beackon confirmed yesterday that 
neither Collins nor HnH were discussed at any point 

during the entire journey. As related in the first post of 
this series, HnH’s informant must have been an insider, 

with all trails leading back either to the organisers, to one 
of the guests, or to a combination of both. 

 
Collins gives us a clue to the identity of his informant: 

the number of women present at the conference can be 
counted on the fingers of one hand. We also learn that 

the female informant must have a strong dislike for 
Derek Beackon. As well, the alleged caller to HnH passing 
herself off as “Sophie” can realistically only be a woman 
– most likely the same person who also provided HnH 
with a photo of the venue and cars parked outside. 

Whilst waiting for Edmonds’ cc list, I tried to find 
information on Twitter that might indicate when exactly 
the HnH magazine was published. There is no mention 
prior to December 19th. However, on Collins’ timeline, I 
came across the following tweet: 

 
Now, I am not suggesting that Collins’ “bezzie – a 
lightweight and a Sloane” – is the same person whose 

name jumped out at me on Edmonds’ cc list, but 
coincidence is indeed a Strange Phenomenon: Collins’ 
physical and sociological descriptions fit Melinda Cordwell 
(aka Melissa Caldwell) to a tee; and Cordwell just 
happens to be one of the handful of women who 
attended the Shepperton conference. Cordwell and HnH 
are fully aware of the ongoing spat between Michele 

Renouf, Peter Rushton and myself. Mostly likely they also 
knew or at least suspected that I was banned from 
attending the conference.  
As well as a marked lack of enthusiasm for WW2 
historical revisionism, Cordwell is another woman who 
dislikes me intensely, even more than she dislikes 
Renouf. There’s also evidence to suggest that she is not 

particularly fond of either Derek Beackon or Richard 
Edmonds. In one group email forwarded to me by 
Fredrick Töben dated March 2018, Cordwell counter-
attacks complaints made against David Irving whilst 
lobbying to have Renouf and I evicted from revisionist 
ranks. A further digital trail consisting of posts on VNN 

UK forum leaves little room for doubt: here is a woman 
scorned, intent on stirring up tensions between 

revisionists and above all determined to manoeuvre 
herself into a sphere of influence. 
Like Renouf and Cordwell, Julie Lake is no fan of mine 
either. Lake’s long-winded, non-factual emails likewise 

testify to her desire to see me excluded from nationalist 
platforms. Along with Cordwell, both Renouf and Lake 

are included in Edmond’s cc list whereas, perhaps 
surprisingly, Rushton is not. Cordwell didn’t add her 

signature to the H&D statement. Neither did Lake. Maybe 
they were never asked, but it would be no surprise if 
they both endorsed and even encouraged publication 
from behind the scenes. 
Despite emails and forum posts bitterly criticising 

Renouf, Edmonds, Beackon and yours truly, Cordwell’s 
attitude regards my detractors changed dramatically 
within just a couple of months. Following Jez Turner’s 
final court appearance, a few supporters gathered at a 
local Weatherspoons. Two distinct groups formed. No 
prizes for guessing where Cordwell chose to position 
herself. All past animosity was suddenly swept aside and 

from then on it was all smiles and compliments. Cordwell 
now best pals with Renouf, Edmonds, et al., – after 
lamenting having been treated so badly in the past by 

these same people..? It just doesn’t add up, unless 
perhaps sums of money were involved – or because 
Cordwell was persuaded of an opportunity to become 

part of the “inner circle” at long last? 
Cordwell was contacted prior to publication of this article 
and asked if she was in any way involved with HnH. I 
also asked her if she owned a VNN Forum account and 
whether she still stood by her wish to “purge the 
egotists” from the UK revisionist “closed shop”. Cordwell 
did not respond. 

One person I have never heard Rushton, Edmonds, 
Renouf, Lake, Cordwell, et al., complain about is Jez 
Turner. The world of the UK alt-right elite stopped 
turning when he was sent to prison and now, under strict 
licence conditions, he is unlikely – incapable even – to be 

able to smooth over what has become a gaping abyss 
within British nationalism-revisionism. But as far as I’m 

concerned and notwithstanding Turner’s imposed 
absence, the Judgment Day is nigh for those determined 
to discredit me (and who now seemingly want to see me 
sectioned for having the audacity to appeal my conviction 
and sentence). 

 
Above: Jez Turner was sent to prison a week before I 
received my suspended sentence. Turner’s decision not to 
appeal was met with consternation from certain UK 
Revisionists.  
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After organising a fundraiser in his honour from which I 
was excluded, these same individuals then ganged 
together to accuse me of sabotage, manslaughter and, 
when these allegations fell on deaf ears, they then tried 
to shame me into abandoning my own appeal. 

 
To be fair, no one could have imagined that Prof 
Faurisson would succumb to a heart attack the next day. 
Despite the organisers’ wish to discredit me, it also 
seems highly unlikely that they would risk endangering 

their guests and the 89-year old Professor – not to 
mention their own (ahem) reputations – by organising 
the sabotage of their own meeting. Nevertheless, by way 
of their all-encompassing desire to see me banished from 
nationalist circles, my detractors usurped the name of 

Robert Faurisson in the most shameful and disgraceful 
manner in order to accuse me of working for the enemy 

and hold me responsible for the professor’s death. The 

bigger question, of course, is whether or not such 
machinations were also implemented in order to discredit 

and undermine the revisionist cause itself. 
 

Are these self-proclaimed proponents of historical 
exactitude and free speech willing to take responsibility 
for the consequences of their own actions and face up to 
the fact that the abyss they themselves created has now 
become deeper and wider than ever? 

 
Sadly, this damage is unlikely to be repaired any time 
soon; perhaps also partly due to sloppy inertia on the 
part of understandably disillusioned male patriots? 
Having seen very little achievement in practical terms 
over the course of their political lives and having 
witnessed never-ending infighting within nationalist 

ranks, many of them no longer have the will or desire to 
fight and instead simply prefer to be entertained whilst 
supping ale. 

 
If I had not spent a substantial slice of life in 
Switzerland, then perhaps I too would have been 

subdued into inertia as a result of ever-increasing 
oppression imposed by successive UK governments. 
 
Perhaps the Alpine air and traditional lifestyle help to 
preserve authenticity and spirit – transient qualities so 
easily trampled under the jackboots of authoritarian 
police states. 

 
It’s been an interesting winter so far and I am honoured 
to have received two New Year Awards from associations 
dedicated to defending freedom of speech, including the 
Hutten Award (Adelaide Institute). I am of course also 

immensely grateful to all those who continue to support 
me by way of donations and kind messages. 

 
Finally, after this marathon writing session of 5,000 
words and endless editing, methinks it will soon be the 
right time to start singing again. Meanwhile, all patriots, 

including those still bearing grudges, are welcome to 
come along and support my appeal which begins at 
Southwark Crown Court, February 11th, 10 am. 
 
Hail victory! 

------------------------------------------------------------------  

3. And again, the below defamatory attack on 

Fredrick Töben is from 2004, and for the younger 

generation of Revisionists it offers a a vital lesson 

in what is a mere lesson-in-life when PRIME 

UGLIES attempt to impose their value system on 

others. 

Such attacks are to be expected when anyone 

ventures into the public domain – often the attacks 

come from individuals within the organisation, 

from colleagues who, for whatever reason, fall prey 

to the temptation of using “ritual defamation” 

against former colleagues.  

All too often the attackers are themselves unstable 

and lack a sense of reflective intelligence, but 

retain some sense of mental balance by projecting 

their mental turmoil, as marked by their parasitic 

deficiency thinking-scapegoating behaviour, on to 

those who are fighting for a worthy cause.  

Currently Harry Beahrends, a silly agent 

provocateur, uses the email tag: Old Fritz:- 

latter_day_old_fritz_the_first@yahoo.com 

which is one of about half a dozen names he uses, 

among them: Bert Rogers, Ed Kelly and Herold 

Bahrends. 

Besides sending out emails Harry also continues 

his time-wasting exercises, currently self-co-opted 

in keeping an eye on Jim Saleam’s political 

followers! 

His project of developing a centre of learning in 

outback Queensland remains a pipe-dream.  

 

 

****************

http://adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/Newsletter%201050.pdf
mailto:latter_day_old_fritz_the_first@yahoo.com
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**************** 

Fredrick Töben comments: 

I had a soft spot for Harry because while I was in Mannheim 

prison in 1999 his German uncle had sent me a guitar with 

which I was able to learn basic guitar playing – and to sing Die 

Gedanken sind Frei! 

Also in 2004 Adelaide Institute helped out budding author, John 

Bayley, who massively “misunderstood” such assistance.  

I had just returned from an overseas trip and our then South 

Australian Associate, John Bayley, collected me from the airport. 

He bemoaned the fact that his financier for his book, then just 

being printed, had pulled out. Bayley needed about $2500.- to 

cover costs, which I did with my MC.  

We then organized Wakefield Press to distribute the books and 

when the first “paycheck” arrived, Bayley had already moved to 

Melbourne, and he wished to claim that check as his own 

earnings. I advised him that first we need to cover the MC debt-

costs and then anything thereafter would be all his.  

As the Director of Peace Books, though, he claimed I had no 

right to claim the Wakefield Press earnings – and so off we went 

to the Small Claims Tribunal to settle the matter. As it was not 

possible to contact Bayley in Melbourne for the hearing, we 

settled out of court with Wakefield Press in Adelaide Institute’s 

favour, and Peace Books also reverted to Adelaide Institute’s 

control.  

Here is a brief article from the Sydney Morning Herald, 

Weekend Edition October 9-10, 2004, p 10 Spectrum, 

Undercover by Susan Wyndham: 

 

After the hoax, an explanation 

John Bayley would like to be known as an honest 

hoaxer. That’s why he has written Daylight Corroboree, a 

book explaining how he and his mate Leon Carmen 

invented Wanda Koolmatrie, the Aboriginal author of 

My Own Sweet Time. After their novel won the 1995 

Dobble Prize for women’s writing, they revealed the hoax 

to the media, expecting to make a point about political 

correctness. But once again they were just failed white 

guys. 

Despite its clever title, Daylight Corroboree, is a 

curiosity. Unable to find a publisher, Bayley unwisely had 

the book financed by Fredrick Toben, the director of 

the Adelaide Institute who faces retrial in Germany next 

month for inciting hatred with his online Holocaust 

denials. 

Toben said Bayley’s publisher, Eidolon Books, was a 

branch of the Adelaide Institute’s Peace Books, whose 

titles “expose corruption in the multicultural 

establishment”. He had “rescued” Bayley after another 

financier dropped out. 

From Melbourne, where he is living poor and writing a 

novel, Bayley insisted Toben had only lent him a car. “I 

don’t share his views, if that’s where you’re leading,” he 

said before warning that his mobile phone was going flat. 

------------------------------------------------------------------  

4. And again, the following is a 2014 attack on Mark Glenn, the founder of the website The Ugly Truth – 
TUT*. Here is the latest article, which sets the tone that Mark Glenn rigorously sets in all his biting 
editorial comments. It is his attempt at retaining some sense of civility where none is to be heard or seen, 

then for the upcoming generation he dares to set a personal example of the civil-good life! - 
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2019/01/21/hollywood-swamp-creature-and-darling-daughter-of-the-jmsm-
lady-gaga-vp-mike-pence-represents-the-worst-kind-of-christianity/  
 

**************** 

https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2019/01/21/hollywood-swamp-creature-and-darling-daughter-of-the-jmsm-lady-gaga-vp-mike-pence-represents-the-worst-kind-of-christianity/
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2019/01/21/hollywood-swamp-creature-and-darling-daughter-of-the-jmsm-lady-gaga-vp-mike-pence-represents-the-worst-kind-of-christianity/
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WASHINGTON — An American journalist who attended and 
spoke at a recent anti-Zionist conference in Tehran said that if 
he had known the extremist views of other conference 
participants, he would never have gone. The journalist, Gareth 
Porter, also said an official at the Iranian foreign ministry was 
involved in organizing the conference. 
Porter, whose recent book Manufactured Crisis claims that Iran 
has never sought to build a nuclear weapon and that the 
evidence for its non-peaceful aims was concocted by Israel's 
Mossad, told BuzzFeed News that he was upset by the content 
of the conference and that the organizers had assured him that 
extremists wouldn't be there. He also said that Code Pink 

founder Medea Benjamin and Brazilian journalist Pepe Escobar, 
also in attendance, were equally upset about the conference.  

 
Via presstv.ir 

Gareth Porter speaking to Iran's Press TV at the 
conference. 

The conference last week featured several 9/11 truthers, 
Holocaust deniers, and anti-Semites, and included panel topics 
that accused the Mossad of having planned 9/11 and claiming 
that the Holocaust is a "public myth," according to the schedule, 
which was posted online. Iranian President Hassan Rouhani 
canceled the conference last year but it was evidently allowed to 
take place this year. Also in attendance this year were former 
nuclear negotiators Saeed Jalili and Ali Asghar Soltanieh, 
according to the schedule.  

Porter told BuzzFeed News in an email: 
In August, after being invited to participate in the conference, I 
insisted on knowing what the specific topics for discussion would 
be for the conference, because the invitation did not specify that 
information. I finally got an e-mail from my foreign ministry 
contact during the earlier reporting trip. As a result of that e-
mail, I objected to one of the individuals the contact told was 
being invited on the grounds that he was clearly an antisemite, 
not just an opponent of Israeli policy and the influence of the 
Israeli lobby on U.S. policy. My contact immediately wrote back 
to thank me for passing that information to him and said the he 
person would not be invited to the conference. The person was 
not in fact invited. That fact, along with the identification of the 
three topics, finally made me comfortable enough to accept the 
invitation. 
I found when I arrived, however, that there was a bewildering 
assorting of people and issues that went well beyond what I had 
been told would be the topics. I did not participate in most of 
the conference sessions, and in only one where the discussion 
veered off the announced topic of conflicts of interests between 
the United States Israel and the Zionist lobby into an extremist 
rant by an Italian whose name I had not previously known. I 
was so upset by what I had found he had written about Jews an 
Judaism that I complained immediately to conference staff, and 
I am quite sure my complaint reached the organizers. Medea 
Benjamin and Pepe Escobar were equally upset by that and 
other presentations that I had not witnessed myself. 

We were all equally upset by the role played in the conference 
by 9/11 conspiracy advocates, and conveyed that unhappiness 
to the conference staff as well.  
Had I known about the roles to be of given to people whose 
views I oppose quite strongly, I would not have agreed to 
participate. 

* 
According to Porter, he had met conference organizer Nader 
Talebzadeh, an Iranian television host, "during a previous trip 
and was on his show, and had no indication that he held 
extremist views on either conspiracy theories about 9/11 or 
jews." Talebzadeh previously hosted a conference focusing on 

the dangers of "Hollywoodism" as a response to the movie 
"Argo."  
Porter was in contact with another organizer of the conference 
— an Iranian foreign ministry official "whom I had dealt with 
extensively during a reporting trip to Iran last summer. Again, I 
had no indication from the contacts with him that he held any 
such views either."  
Porter said his travel was paid for by an organization called 
Catalytic Diplomacy. He emphasized that he was attending the 
conference as a journalist and plans to write articles based on 
his reporting there. His said his hotel room was paid by the 
conference. Catalytic Diplomacy, a nonprofit founded by former 

Federation of American Scientists president Jeremy Stone, 
"sponsors some work, mainly travel grants to encourage 
dialogue, related to trouble spots such as Afghanistan, Angola, 
Burma, Cuba, Iran, and North Korea," according to its website.  
"It is sad, but definitely true, that the Middle East is full of 
crazies, of which the Holocaust deniers and the 9/11 truthers 
are, certainly, among the sickest," Stone told BuzzFeed News 
when asked if he was aware of what kind of trip he was paying 
for Porter to go on. "But in our half-century of efforts to prevent 
war, terrorism and genocide, and forestall the collapse of 
civilization, it is not feasible to avoid attending Middle East 
conferences that might, in the end, be attended by various nuts 
in varying proportions. In particular, anti-antisemitism is 
endemic in the Middle East and rising."  
According to another conference attendee, travel for other 
participants was covered by the NGO organizing the conference.  
"The conference organizers, New Horizons, an Iran NGO, paid 
air fare and hotel but not visas, airport parking or other 
incidentals," said Wayne Madsen, a 9/11 conspiracy theorist who 
was also at the conference, regarding his own travel plans. "I 
should add that Israel conducts such seminars in which they pay 
for hotel, business class air fare, and much more. Most of us 
flew economy on Emirates, Lufthansa or Austrian Airlines."  
Porter provided emails that he exchanged with Reza Montazami, 
an Iranian foreign ministry official, in which the two of them 
discuss Porter's attendance at the conference and Porter says he 
will not go if Mark Glenn, an anti-Semitic conspiracy theorist 
who was also invited, attends the conference.  
The emails, in reverse chronological order and with contact 
information redacted, are below:  

From: Gareth Porter 
Date: Fri, Aug 15, 2014 at 2:35 PM 

Subject: Re: Invitation 
To: Reza Montazami 

Dear Reza, 
Thanks very much for these very helpful details about the 
conference. With this information in hand, I now have a clearer 
picture of how it will work and what is expected of me.  
I have only one problem at this point. One of the people who 
has been invited to speak at the conference, Mark Glenn, is 
someone about whom IPIS should be extremely wary. He is 
notorious for his hatred of Judaism and Jews, which needless to 
say, IPIS would certainly not want to be associated with.  
He has posted a commentary on his blog, the URL for which is 
here: 

*http://crescentandcross.wordpress.com/2006/11/07/j
udaism-is-nobody%E2%80%99s-friend/  
In this blog, Glenn says the following:' 
Judaism is nobody's friend, short of those few who profit from it, 
and they are certainly small in number, as we have already 
discussed. Whether these people are one of 'God's chosen' who 
do the bidding of their overlord Rabbis or whether they are one 
of those lowly Gentile types who were created for the purpose of 
serving 'God's chosen', it is the same–Judaism is not their 
friend. It works to no one's real benefit, short of those at the top 
who are giving the marching orders. It does not belong in the 
same class with other faiths dedicated to improving the 
individual and making him or her more pleasing to the one 
responsible for all creation. It does not make people better, it 
makes them worse. It is like a highly radioactive element that 
can bring nothing but sickness and eventual death. It does not 
bring liberation but rather enslavement.  
I'm quite sure that Foreign Minister Zarif would be quite upset to 
know that such a hate-monger is going to be speaking at a 

http://www.buzzfeed.com/rosiegray/antiwar-activists-911-truthers-gather-in-tehran-for-anti-zio?utm_term=fuyj9j#fuyj9j
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/09/30/380593/new-horizon-confab-2014-opens-in-iran/
http://crescentandcross.wordpress.com/2006/11/07/judaism-is-nobody%E2%80%99s-friend/
http://crescentandcross.wordpress.com/2006/11/07/judaism-is-nobody%E2%80%99s-friend/
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conference that is co-sponsored by IPIS, and would insist that 
he at least not be given a speaking role at the conference.  
I have discussed this issue with Allison Weir, and she agrees 
with me that Mark Glenn's role in the conference is a very big 
problem that the organizers need to address quickly. It can be 
explained to Glenn that the organizers of the conference have 
learned that he has espoused a kind of extremist view that 
cannot be given legitimacy by allowing him to be a speaker -- 
especially in light of the opposition of the Rouhani government 
to any expression of intolerance toward Jews. 
I am prepared to send you scans of my passport and visa 
application immediately, if you can assure me that this issue will 

be addressed by the conference organizers. 
I'm sorry to delay my acceptance of the invitation in this way, 
but I hope you will understand the difficulty that Mr. Glenn's 
participation presents. I would have the same reaction, of 
course, to the participation in a conference by someone who 
espoused the view that Islam is a faith that "bring nothing but 
sickness and death". I'm sure you have the same reaction. 
All best wishes, 
Gareth 
On Fri, Aug 15, 2014 at 12:34 AM, Reza Montazami wrote: 
Dear Gareth, 
-The name of the conference is independent thinker and 
filmmaker. 
- The two other main part the conference is related to Iran 
phobia, Israel lobby and Israel attack in Gaze. 
- Each topic would be defined by one of the whether Iranian or 
international specialist and it will take two days. But as it has 
been mentioned it is not necessary your participation. You just 
give your lecture in opening the conference, in order to have 
enough time to follow your different meeting and interview 
which would be program.  
- President Rohani, Dr Zarif and Dr. Salehi has been invited to 
be the speaker of the opening of the conference. But not yet 
confirmed which of them could attend.  
- The speakers from Iranian part whether authorities or scholar 
would be at this level. In international part, may you look at the 
below list: 
01- Alison Weir 
02- Art Olivier  
03- Judge Jim Gray 
04- Charls Wayne Madsen 
05- Cyrus MacGoldrick 
06- Eric Walberg 
07- Stephen Sizer 
08- Mark Glenn 
09- Mateuzs Piskorski 
Best wishes, 
Reza 

On Fri, Aug 15, 2014 at 6:05 AM, Gareth Porter wrote: 
Dear Reza, 
I appreciate your getting back to me with more information. 
This information is helpful, but it still doesn't tell me the name of 
the conference, or how the topics are being defined. As an 
independent journalist I can't commit myself to a conference, 
especially one in which I am expected to make a major 

presentation without knowing what the program is going to look 
like and who who else is speaking. What is the title of the 
conference? Who is being invited? 
I really am interested, of course, but I need much more 
information. 
Hoping to hear from you soon! 
Best wishes, 
Gareth 
On Thu, Aug 14, 2014 at 5:43 PM, Reza Montazami wrote: 
Dear Gareth, 
Thank you for your kind reply. 
1- This conference is not sponsoring by IPIS. It,s co-sponsoring 
with cinema organization. 
2- Sure, there is a program. 
3- As i mentioned, the main part of the conference is focused on 
the nuclear issue. 
4- Some Iranian Authorities will speak, but you are the special 
speaker of opening the conference. Then you would be free, to 

have some meeting with religious thinker in Qom who are 
interested to meet you and we could prepare other meeting with 
different authorities. If you have any propositions in this regards 
or any other idea let me Know. 
5- Regarding the translation of your book, and your introdution, 
sure i will be in touch with her 
6- Since the time is not on our side, please send a copy of your 
passport and visa form Implication, in order if you decided to 
visit, every thing would be ready. 
Best wishes, 
Reza M. 

On Sun, Aug 10, 2014 at 9:07 PM, Gareth Porter wrote: 

Reza, 
I'm glad you wrote again. I realize now that a message that I 
had thought I had sent to you never actually went out. I had 
asked for more information about the conference. Is IPIS 
sponsoring or co-sponsoring? Is there a program? How much of 
the conference is focused on the nuclear issue? Who is 
speaking?. What role would I be expected to play? I could still 
come if you can just fill in some of the blanks. 
Regarding the the translation of the my book, which publisher 
are you talking about? Are you speaking for the publisher with 
whom the original publisher, Just World Books, has signed a 
contract? I will need to check with her about writing the 
introduction to avoid any confusion about this. 
Thanks and all best wishes, 
Gareth 

On Sun, Aug 10, 2014 at 12:01 PM, Reza Montazami 
wrote: 

Dear Gareth, 
It seems that your agenda not let you to attend the conference 
in late September. 
Since your book has been translated to Persian, may i kindly ask 
you to write at least 2-3 pages as your introduction for Iranian 
reader. It,s going to be published in 3 weeks. 
Best, 
Reza 
On Thu, Jul 24, 2014 at 1:49 AM, Reza Montazami wrote: 

Dear Gareth, 
I just wanted to ask, whether you received invitation and are 
you interested to attend in the International Conference on 
Resistance, which will be held in Tehran, Iran from September 
27 to September 29, 2014. If you remember. If so and you are 
interested let me know 
The ticket and hotel will be covered by conference. Iranian 
nuclear Question is a main part of the conference. Some 
religious thinker in Qom are interested to meet you and we 
could prepare other meeting with different authorities. If you 
have any propositions in this regards let me Know. 
Best, 
Reza 
Montazami told Porter that Glenn would not be at the conference 
after Porter brought it up, saying that he was "not aware" of 
Glenn's views on Jews and that "We don't invite him whether 
you come or not. It means that is vrery [sic] critical point for us. 
if not, what is the different between us and Takfirist. You know 
what means takfir. May you look at dicionary [sic], and you will 

find that it makes no differnt[sic] whether you are an American 
scholar or Libian [sic] primitive, While you hate other, you are 
takfirist just like Daesh."  

IPIS, which Montazami says in the emails is not 
co-sponsoring the event, is the Iranian foreign 
ministry's think tank. Montazami did not 
respond to a request for comment.  
Porter was also in Iran for the unveiling of the 
Persian-language version of his book at the 

headquarters of Fars News Agency, the news outlet connected 
to Iran's Revolutionary Guards Corps. 
Rosie Gray is a reporter for BuzzFeed News and is based 
in Washington, D.C. Gray reports on politics and foreign 
policy. 
Contact Rosie Gray at rosie@buzzfeed.com. 
* https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/rosiegray/us-
journalist-regrets-attending-conspiracy-conference-in-
teh#.bcRNd6Og6  

_____________________________________________ 

http://english.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?nn=13930703000240
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/author/rosiegray
mailto:rosie@buzzfeed.com
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/rosiegray/us-journalist-regrets-attending-conspiracy-conference-in-teh#.bcRNd6Og6
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/rosiegray/us-journalist-regrets-attending-conspiracy-conference-in-teh#.bcRNd6Og6
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/rosiegray/us-journalist-regrets-attending-conspiracy-conference-in-teh#.bcRNd6Og6
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Here now beginneth a lesson from Socrates: 

*** 

By all means marry;  

If you get a good wife, you’ll be happy; 

If you get a bad wife, You’ll become a philosopher! 

____________________________________________ 

***Thinking Aloud***  
- unedited and authentic and no strategy involved- 

From: Peter 

Sunday, 20 January 2019 6:39 PM 

Subject: The real atlantis and the resolution of history 

As we get older we find that much of what we are 

‘taught’ is lies. It only needs to be a few degrees out of 

line and the waterhole in the desert will be missed, and 

we die.  

The lugenjews (pl correct German for me Fredrick) have 

distorted history for 2 to 3 millenia.  

As you know I have long been interested in the reality of 

Homer’s books. 

But the specific content shows that the actions did not 

take place in the Medit. They occurred in the Baltic and 

North sea, and in the wider Atlantic as in the Odyssey. 

For some centuries the British (aka £jews) have pushed 

the Med as the place of action. 

I thought that this was because of the interests in 

combatting the Ottomans (Byron etc) 

But have come to realise that in the years after QEI (The 

‘Trojan Queen’) and the rise of judaism, aka 

Protestantism, especially after Cromwell, that there was 

a bigger picture.  

The insane emphasis on the old Testament, especially in 

the Oxford and Cambridge synagogues, totally rewrote 

our own peoples world view and history.  

This has infected our view of the ancient middle east to 

the point that it is all jucentric. 

An old Pom rabbi was much damned because of his work 

showing that Hebrew was a debased Greek from thieves 

and pirates on the outskirts of civilisation. He was right. 

Despite megamillions stolen from brainwashed yanks 

they have never been able to show the jewdelusions of 

David and Solomon etc have any archaeological base. 

They were a degenerate arab tribe in Yemen, where all 

the place names imposed on Palestine are there in their 

original collection of mud huts. 

Guess who translated the OT texts for the Greek 

Ptolomies!  

But coming back to the real world, lost to us, but still to 

be rediscovered. 

The amber trade dates back many millenia BC. The 

Egyptians long knew about the real earth and the Ocean 

and the Pole.  

Solon recorded this, in Plato, the Critias etc. 

It turns out that the Sea Peoples who invaded the Med 

were ‘Norsemen’, that is our ancestors from Denmark, 

Germany, Holland etc. 

How twisted are we to believe that the Philistines were 

the evil sods. They were Norsemen. 

A great catastrophe (tsunami, earthquakes etc) 

destroyed the now sunken lands around Heligoland, the 

real Hesperides, circa 1200 BC and the people were 

forced out along their amber/orichalcon trade routes to 

their best customers, the early Greeks, Myceneans, 

Egyptians etc 

Very interesting that their horned helmets, blonde horses 

and blonde warriors, etc are well recorded in the 

Egyptian tombs. 

Marion, did you know that these special horses were the 

best ever, lost and rediscovered in Norway during WWII. 

Bucephalus was one and Alexander paid 100,000 talents 

for him! 

The ancient Greeks were North men who had absorbed 

the remnants of the defeated Athenians ( cf Plato) and 

created the highest civilisation the world has known.  

I have long known that blue Egyptian faience beads have 

been discovered at Stonehenge and in Ireland, that the 

Welsh, Irish originated in north Africa BC with the Welsh 

originally having Scythian origins. 

Diffusionism, the application of science to ethnography is 

‘out of fashion’ but for truth seekers (“Truth is not what 

you want it to be; it is what it is, and you must bend to 

its power or live a lie.” ) it is the answer to many 

problems.  

Slowly some of this information gets out, despite the 

firewalls of universities and mass media distortions. 

Anyway, enough of results of recent reading. 

p   

 

------------------------------------------- 

From: Fredrick Toben 
Sunday, January 20, 2019 6:00 PM 

 Enough of recent readings, Peter?  You do not have my 

permission to discard Kant's Maxim: Have the courage to 
make use of your own Understanding! 
It seems more and more likely that the Middle Ages was 

the era during which our written history was fabricated. 
Remember Arthur Butz revealed this insight in his book: 
The Hoax of the 20th Century.  

He likens the Holocaust hoax to the Donation of 
Constantine, which allegedly bequeathed the Roman 
Empire to Christendom. 

The written document was sold as a 4th Century original, 
was written during the 9th Century, and was only 
revealed as a forgery during the 15th Century. -  it 

seems Revisionists may have a long wait before their 
debunking of the Holocaust hoax bears fruit.  Then again, 
much help came when individuals realized the truth of 
9:11. 

mailto:toben@toben.biz
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The force of law has been effectively used to cement the 
Jerusalem-Rome generated myths and legends - until the 

Gutenberg printing presses liberated the minds of those 
who simply could not anymore tolerate the imposition of 

myths and legends from the Middle East in favour of the 
NATURAL world of godly NATURE - of Nordic myths and 
legends: Weihnachten -Ostern - Spring - Summer - 
Autumn - Winter. 
A most serious next attempt at liberation from the Rome-

Jerusalem Axis of power occurred over 70 years ago.  
The Internet has now anew liberated humanities' quest 
for POWER and LOVE - and Richard Wagner's Der Ring 
des Nibelungen illustrates this timeless battle so well.  
The artificial battle between Power and Sex is just that - 
power is sex and sex is power. That is why those who 
cannot love are on a pure power trip, eg hedonistic 

inversion.  
A person who can still love becomes powerless; hence 
the need to get the balance right, if one does not wish to 

be exploited by those who cannot love but who only seek 
lustful power. But even now the deceivers have 

encroached upon this field by whipping up their sophistry 
and proclaiming LOVE is also for them. 

Think of the natural forces that keep our universe 
pulsating - without the Sun we are dead meat; without 

the Moon the cycle of life dies, as it has among many 
women who have opted for the Pill instead of yielding to 
the natural impulses controlled by the moon – that awful 
man in the moon! 
Our current global PC shroud has been substantially 

shredded by Trump's mental meanderings - and has seen 
three concepts used with a vengeance in order to stem 
the tide of new impulses emerging: Antisemitism - 
Holocaust - HITLER. 
My maxim still holds:  
Don't only blame the Jews, also blame those that bend to 
their pressure! 

Did I send you that clip, which beautifully illustrates the 
sophists at work?  
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zh3Yz3PiXZw  

Now back to work... 
Fredrick 

-------------------------------------------------- 

From: Peter 
Sunday, 20 January 2019 10:08 PM 

I need the distilled facts from analysis that the Northern 
mind excels in.  I cannot understand that which I do not 

know.  
My mineralogical research was totally against the grain of 
the jew controllers in the USA, but by having the entire 
written record, understanding the shortcomings of the 
past investigators methods and the knowledge so 
acquired i cut a swathe through the system. ] 
I did this in my thirties without the shackles of uni 

education. I am still educating myself outside the 

controlling system, but I don’t do this entirely for myself. 
I want to let others know of what I have found. 
The early and medieval destruction of materials by Rome 
central was not fully supported by its satrapies and 
hence much survived. 

It is the correlation with the documents of other cultures 
that enables us to pinpoint the conjurors. 
While it took centuries to show the Donations donut was 
all hole, it is now a century showing the false origins of 

WWI, It is a little longer before more realise the setup for 
WWII, Anne Franks diary and the holohoax have fallen 

apart. It is only the strength of the mass media which 
holds it all together for the dead souls of Potatodom. 
It was a a German pastor, Jurgen Spanuth whose work, 
Atlantis of the North, a labour of great love for his own 
people and the truth, has brought all the pieces together 
for me.  
All these things are flares to destroy the darkness. 

But how can we turn on the light for a blind population? 
That is what the new Great Depression will do.  
The newspapers are certainly dying. The Internet is out 

of the keepers control on a gut level, but technologically 
they might be able to turn it off. Good. the new systems 
will be operating without their control. 
I will look at the clip shortly. 

Regards 
Peter 
PS: Nice clip. The twist of the blade is perfect.   

-------------------------------------------------- 

From: Michael - mazur@iinet.net.au  
Monday, 21 January 2019 10:14 AM 

__ Our current global PC shroud has been substantially 
shredded by Trump's mental meanderings - and has seen 
three concepts used with a vengeance in order to stem 

the tide of new impulses emerging: Antisemitism - 

Holocaust - HITLER.__ 

***** 
To which one may add; transportation of Africans to the 
Americas, for which Whites are blamed, and slave 
markets/ownership, for which Whites are blamed, and 

White invasion and settlement of North America and 

Australia, said to be cruel and oppressive. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

From: Sophie - sophieonthehoof@gmail.com  
Sunday, 20 January 2019 11:36 PM 

This is very engaging. I’m a sucker for the sort of thing, 
and usually unbothered about elusive evidence, having 
often enough witnessed it cropping up suddenly to 
confirm what had been conjecture or just plain gut 
feeling. Kant’s maxim is good here. � I pondered your ‘It 

seems more and more likely that the Middle Ages was 

the era during which our written history was fabricated’, 
 and Butz’s likening ‘of the Holocaust hoax to the 
Donation of Constantine, which allegedly bequeathed the 
Roman Empire to Christendom’. A huge whack  of this 

was confirmed by the Nag Hammadi findings as Mervin 
Meyer translated what was reclaimable of  those bound 

books. (His stupendous work was not published until 
2007, although it the cache was found in 1945.) He dates 

the stashing of them to the early Third Century, when 
the Church Fathers were busy purging Scripture and 
inventing a new lot. The Nag Hammadi findings are such 
hot stuff in places that, e.g., some 30% of the Gospel of 
Judas just disappeared after Meyer had translated it from 
its Syriac! All Meyer knows is that the missing documents 
are ‘in private possession’! 

Peter’s point about  ‘The insane emphasis on the old 
Testament, especially in the Oxford and Cambridge 
synagogues … still holds fast. I saw this to my huge 
amazement when I first took a close look at Canterbury 

Cathedral and its more obvious workings. The worst of 
the offenders are the male homosexual clergy, and the 
many intellectually primitive female ones (ex-nurses, 

etc.) who have risen to be canons, and run around holo-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zh3Yz3PiXZw
mailto:mazur@iinet.net.au
mailto:sophieonthehoof@gmail.com
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festing like the furies, knowing how good that is for 
further promotion. Yes indeed: Christianity is still 

promoting the Chosen view, and now with a vengeance.  
Strange how there have been bursts of Christian 

antisemitism, only to be pulled back hard by the Church. 
The murderous hostility to the Jews in England that 
characterised the late 12th century and ended in 
the expulsion of the Jews in 1190 was all along being 
industriously gainsaid by the huge commitment of 

Canterbury Cathedral to commemorating the Old 
Testament in stained glass. (A lot of it, still magnificent, 
is still in situ.) So even as the political climate turned 
against the Jews, the Church was there to do the 

enthusiastic re-educating job. Plus ça change, plus c'est 
la même chose.  

On another matter: the ugly heads are keeping down. I 
have not had another opportunity to rain down 

obscenities on Edmonds’s head. Alison says he told Jez 
that he ‘did not really know’ what he was signing when 
he attached his moniker to the absurd H&D ‘article’. 
Funnily enough, he did seem to know what he was doing 
when he sent a copy of that ‘article’ to Alison by email, in 

case she is not an avid reader of H&D and misses it. You 
gave them a really good dressing down. Well done you, 
and thanks! 
Sophie 

--------------------------------------------------  

From: Alan 
22 January 2019 at 04:09:04 ACDT 

So, in looking at Peter Bridge's observations about 
history and the Lies we've been fed here in America, not 
just in the last 100 years since the formation of the 

central bank, but going back to where our people, the 
Europeans, came from, one can be shocked to discover 
that there have been all kinds of Big Lies for thousands 
of years and the biggest one seems to be the veracity 
and validity of the Jews' old testament, their precious 
torah, from which springs forth the alleged foundations 
of Western Civilization. So we are told.  

But never mentioned as being foundationally important is 
the existing culture of non-hebrews upon which became 
the platform for the expression of the tribe's tale of 
supremacy and the exclusive right to the expression of 
the Divine. Such expression has found as it's tool, in 
present day America, that which is known as the Jewish 
Main Stream Media JMSM and the so-called humanistic 

values it espouses, multi-culturalism, anti-racism, 

feminism, multiplicities of sexual identities, etc, etc, etc. 
Contrary to the notion of the central bank being the 
origin and end-all of evil, the real culprits are those who 
control the JMSM--past and present--and who advance 
the ideas of the tribe over that of the people, the non-

tribal members, who work very hard on a daily basis to 

provide the civilization of accomplishment and peaceful 
existence that the self-chosen tribe then jumps on top of 
and claims as it's own. 
This is why they HATE President Donald J. Trump so 

much. He calls bullsh** on their narrative by calling 

them "fake news." And since nature abhors a vacuum, he 
then goes beyond that and replaces their Lies with his 
own truths. President Trump has the personal, moral, 
spiritual and psychological strength to be able to Create 
and Control his own National Narrative CCNN.  

He also has in mind his Ultimate Peace Deal between the 
Palestinians and the Israelis which, though would bring 
no justice to the Palestinians but would give them a right 
to live another day, would force the tribe to once and for 
all Define it's border and contain/quarantine the hebraic 
tribe to one part of the world which they seem suited to 
because their historical narrative claims that area. 

Spiritually, they would hopefully never leave, in actuality. 
This is another way President Trump is calling bullsh** 
on their historical narrative. Instead of getting all the 

land between the Nile and the Euphrates Rivers, they are 
getting what the modern Roman King is telling them 
they'll get. 
They will not take this lightly. 

_________________________________________________ 

 

 
The Untold Story of White Slavery in Europe 

January 13, 2019 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/the-untold-story-of-white-slavery-in-europe/
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Renegade Editor’s Note: This article does not even 

cover the White slavery in the New World! 

The Ottoman penetration into Europe in the 1350s 

and their capture of Constantinople later in 1453 

opened new floodgates for slave-trade from the 

European front. In their last attempt to overrun 

Europe in 1683, the Ottoman army, although 

defeated, returned from the Gates of Vienna with 

80,000 captives. 

An immense 

number of 

slaves flowed 

from the 

Crimea, the 

Balkans and 

the steppes of 

West Asia to 

Islamic 

markets. BD Davis laments that the ‘‘Tartars and 

other Black Sea peoples had sold millions of 

Ukrainians, Georgians, Circassians, Greeks, 

Armenians, Bulgarians, Slavs and Turks,’’ which 

received little notice. 

Crimean Tatars enslaved and sold some 1,750,000 

Ukrainians, Poles and Russian between 1468 and 

1694. 

According to another estimate, between 1450 and 

1700, the Crimean Tatars exported some 10,000 

slaves, including some Circassians, annually—that 

is, some 2,500,000 slaves in all, to the Ottoman 

Empire. 

The Tatar slave-raiding Khans returned with 18,000 

slaves from Poland (1463), 100,000 from Lvov 

(1498), 60,000 from South Russia (1515), 50,000–

100,000 from Galicia (1516), during the ‘harvesting 

of the steppe.’ Numbers from Moscow (1521), 

800,000 were taken and from Valynia (1676), 

400,000 were taken. 800,000 from Moscow (1521), 

200,000 from South Russia (1555), 100,000 from 

Moscow (1571), 50,000 from Poland (1612), 

60,000 from South Russia (1646), 100,000 from 

Poland (1648), 300,000 from Ukraine (1654), 

400,000 from Valynia (1676) and thousands from 

Poland (1694). Besides these major catches, they 

made countless more Jihad raids during the same 

period, which yielded a few to tens of thousands of 

slaves. 

These figures of enslavement must be considered 

in the context that the population of the Tatar 

Khanate was only about 400,000 at the time. 

(1463-1694) while sources are incomplete, 

conservative tabulation of the slave raids against 

the Eastern European population indicate that at 

least 7 Million European people-men, women, 

children were enslaved by Muslims. 

Sources suggest that in the few years between 

1436-1442, some 500,000 people were seized in 

the Balkans. Many of the captives died in forced 

marches towards Anatolia (Turkey). Contemporary 

chronicles note that the Ottomans reduced masses 

of the inhabitants of Greece, Romania, and the 

Balkans to slavery eg from Moree (1460)-70,000 

and Transylvania (1438) – 60,000-70,000 and 

300,000-600,000 from Hungary and 10,000 from 

Mytilene/Mitilini on Lesbos island (1462) (Bulgaru p 

567) and so it continued. 
Barbary Slavery 

Ohio State University history Professor Robert 

Davis describes the White Slave Trade as 

minimized by most modern historians in his book 

Christian Slaves, Muslim Masters: White Slavery in 

the Mediterranean, the Barbary Coast and Italy, 

1500–1800 (Palgrave Macmillan).  

Davis estimates that 1 million to 1.25 million white 

Christian Europeans were enslaved in North Africa, 

from the beginning of the 16th century to the 

middle of the 18th, by slave traders from Tunis, 

Algiers, and Tripoli alone (these numbers do not 

include the European people which were enslaved 

by Morocco and by other raiders and traders of the 

Mediterranean Sea coast), 16th- and 17th-century 

customs statistics suggest that Istanbul’s additional 

slave import from the Black Sea may have totaled 

around 2.5 million from 1450 to 1700. The markets 

declined after the loss of the Barbary Wars and 

finally ended in the 1830s, when the region was 

conquered by France. 

In 1544, the island of Ischia off Naples was 

ransacked, taking 4,000 inhabitants prisoners, 

while some 9,000 inhabitants of Lipari Island off 

the north coast of Sicily were enslaved. 

Turgut Reis, a Turkish pirate chief, ransacked the 

coastal settlements of Granada (Spain) in 1663 and 

carried away 4,000 people as slaves. 

The barbaric slave-raiding activities of the Muslim 

pirates had a telling effect on Europe. France, 

England, and Spain lost thousands of ships, 

devastating to their sea-borne trade. Long 

stretches of the coast in Spain and Italy were 

almost completely abandoned by their inhabitants 

until the nineteenth century. The fishing industry 

was virtually devastated. 

Paul Baepler’s White Slaves, African Masters: An 

Anthology of American Barbary Captivity Narratives 

lists a collection of essays by nine American 

captives held in North Africa. According to his book, 

there were more than 20,000 white Christian slaves 

by 1620 in Algiers alone; their number swelled to 

more than 30,000 men and 2,000 women by the 

1630s. There were a minimum of 25,000 white 

slaves at any time in Sultan Moulay Ismail’s palace, 

records Ahmed ez-Zayyani; Algiers maintained a 

population of 25,000 white slaves between 1550 

and 1730, and their numbers could double at 

certain times. During the same period, Tunis and 

Tripoli each maintained a white slave population of 

about 7,500. The Barbary pirates enslaved some 

5,000 Europeans annually over a period of nearly 

three centuries. 
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*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKnYmWKrks0 

*http://www.renegadetribune.com/the-untold-story-of-white-slavery-in-europe/  

NB: Besides nurturing the vice of slavery, is there also the ever-present biological imperative: breed up to 

Whiteness? 

************************* 

Think about the Belt and Road Initiative – then remember this clip from 2008? 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-1CLCQQGeU 

… and recall that now Russia and China are working on the Belt-Road project with Israel providing the electronic soft-

hardware! 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
>>In a rational and sane world the people that whipped 
up this type of hysteria would be banished from normal 

society forever—but we all know this didn’t happen with 
Al Gore. 
Such dishonest individuals are celebrated as modern day 

heroes and visionaries and former US Vice President Al 
Gore was awarded an Oscar for his 2006 global 
warming/climate change horror movie “An Inconvenient 

Truth”. 
In this film Gore warned/declared that unless we took 

“drastic measures” to reduce greenhouse gasses, the 
world would reach a “point of no return” by 2016. 
Following Gore’s lead in 2008, the popular mainstream 

media television programme, Good Morning America, 
warned their viewers that because of global 
warming/climate change, in 2015 the price of a gallon of 

gas would be $9 a gallon and milk would be $13 a gallon, 
too. 
 

__________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKnYmWKrks0
http://www.renegadetribune.com/the-untold-story-of-white-slavery-in-europe/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-1CLCQQGeU
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0497116/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0497116/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/al-gore-doomsday-clock-expires-climate-change-fanatics-wrong-again/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/al-gore-doomsday-clock-expires-climate-change-fanatics-wrong-again/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/al-gore-doomsday-clock-expires-climate-change-fanatics-wrong-again/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/al-gore-doomsday-clock-expires-climate-change-fanatics-wrong-again/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/al-gore-doomsday-clock-expires-climate-change-fanatics-wrong-again/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/al-gore-doomsday-clock-expires-climate-change-fanatics-wrong-again/
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*#volkslehrer #linksliegenlassen* 

Das Urteil 

 

Der Volkslehrer Published on Jan 16, 2019 

Heute wurde Recht gesprochen! Darf ich wieder unterrichten? Bekomme ich eine fette 

Abfindung? Oder wird es doch nur für billigen Schnaps reichen? Aber höret und sehet selbst. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23volkslehrer
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23linksliegenlassen
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4teOyQNXzMH94YMYySl9mA
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Der Volkslehrer with supporters celebrates his defeat in court – drowning their sorrows… 

 
A truck driver calls out he also wishes to join in 

drinking Schnaps, and Der Volkslehrer dashes to 

the truck driver who, with a smile of surprise, 

gladly accepts the small bottle Der Volkslehrer 

hands to him. 

Note the nature of this act – it is an unplanned and 

spontaneous act of generosity from a man, a 

former teacher, who in a civilized way, shares his 

sorrow of losing a court case – not by shouting and 

abusing those who decided to uphold the legality of 

his termination as a teacher but by retaining his 

calm and civilized demeanour! 

Such civilized behaviour was also displayed by 

Ursula Haverbeck, Horst Mahler and Alfred and 

Monika Schaefer when they defended themselves 

within a legal system that does not permit a 

defence because by doing so it proves to the court 

that the accused has an abundance of “criminal 

energy”. We are back in the Middle Ages and its 

religiously-inspired notorious witchtrials. 

Such is the prevailing legal climate within the 

Federal Republic of Germany – the successor 

country of the German Reich since its unconditional 

surrender in 1945. The FRG is still an occupied 

country with more than 253 US bases and over 40 

thousand stationed US troops – all financed by 

Germany.   
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*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q97kH5g7GA8 

From: Gerd Ittner gerd.ittner@gmx.de   

Sent: Tuesday, 22 January 2019 10:01 AM 
Subject: Volkslehrer-Veranstaltung in Berlin 

Hier ein Video mit einigen der Volkstänze und 
gemeinsam gesungenen Lieder bei der Veranstaltung des 
Volkslehrers vor dem Reichstag in Berlin am 19. Januar 
2019:*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BixcOJtXnfA 

*** 

Die übliche Lügenpresse schweigt sich aus über die 
Veranstaltung, nur der "Blick nach Rechts" verleumdet, 

verdreht und hetzt in gewohnter Manier. 
*https://www.bnr.de/artikel/hintergrund/spektren-

bergreifende-rechte-hetze 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q97kH5g7GA8
mailto:gerd.ittner@gmx.de
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BixcOJtXnfA
https://www.bnr.de/artikel/hintergrund/spektren-bergreifende-rechte-hetze
https://www.bnr.de/artikel/hintergrund/spektren-bergreifende-rechte-hetze
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So heißt es dort: "Während Ittner die Strafverfolgung 

von Shoa-Leugnern beklagte, `die sich gegen diese Lügen 
wehren und sie zur Sprache bringen´".  
Das ist schlichtweg gelogen, da in der Rede die 

Strafverfolgung von Menschen, welche andere Ansichten 

zur in der BRD zwangsglaubensverordneten 
Geschichtsversion vertreten, überhaupt nicht zur Sprache 
kam. Das zitierte: "...die sich gegen diese Lügen wehren 
und sie zur Sprache bringen", bezog sich ausdrücklich 
auf die Lügen der sogenannten Demokratie ganz 
allgemein und insgesamt. Wenn der "Blick nach Rechts", 

wie aus seinem Artikel hervorgeht, allerdings bei der 
Erwähnung von Lügen sofort an die "Shoa" denkt, so läßt 
das tief blicken - was den BNR, nicht was die Teilnehmer 
der Kundgebung betrifft. 

******** 

Blick nach Rechts (BNR) 
Spektrenübergreifende rechte Hetze 

Von Theo Schneider 

21.01.2019 - Rund 200 Menschen kamen im Berliner 
Regierungsviertel zu mehreren Aufzügen aus der Szene 
der „Reichsbürger“ und Holocaust-Leugner 
zusammen. Als Redner traten dabei auch die bekannten 
Protagonisten Bernhard Schaub und Gerhard Ittner auf. 
Am Samstag trafen sich „Reichsbürger“, Holocaust-

Leugner und andere extrem Rechte zu Kundgebungen im 
Berliner Regierungsviertel. Dabei führten die 
Protagonisten dieses Milieus gleich drei verschiedene 
Versammlungen durch. Den Auftakt bildete eine 
Kundgebung vor dem Kanzleramt mit dem Titel „Leine 
des Grauens“, bei dem verschiedene Texte über 

„Ausländergewalt“ an eine Art Wäscheleine befestigt 
wurden. Initiator dessen ist Robert V., der mit diesem 
selbst ernannten „Kunst- und Protestprojekt“ im 

vergangenen Jahr im Rahmen der flüchtlingsfeindlichen 
Proteste in Kandel begonnen hatte. Der Aufzug sollte 
eine „Gedenkveranstaltung für die Opfer der 
Masseneinwanderung“ darstellen. 

Neben V. sprach unter anderem auch Nikolai N., bekannt 
als „Der Volkslehrer“ durch sein gleichnamiges YouTube-
Format. N. organisierte im Anschluss die zweite 
Kundgebung an dem Tag, wenige hundert Meter weiter 
auf dem Platz der Republik unter dem Motto „Für 
deutsche Kultur in Deutschland“. 

Gegen die „Rothschild-Soros-Clinton-Macron-

Merkel-Bande“ 
Neben N. traten dort die beiden notorischen Holocaust-
Leugner Gerhard Ittner und Bernhard Schaub als Redner 
auf. Während Ittner die Strafverfolgung von Shoa-

Leugnern beklagte, „die sich gegen diese Lügen wehren 
und sie zur Sprache bringen“, wetterte Schaub in 

antisemitischer Manier gegen die Rothschild-Soros-
Clinton-Macron-Merkel-Bande“. 

Als Redner trat ebenso Tobias Schulz („Baldur 
Landogart“), NPD-Bundesvorstandsmitglied für 

Öffentlichkeitsarbeit, in Erscheinung. Er war nicht der 
einzige NPD-Anhänger bei der Veranstaltung: Auch 

Berlins NPD-Landeschef Andreas Käfer und der Marzahn-
Hellersdorfer Dietmar H. sowie der ehemalige NPD-
Kandidat Hans-Ulrich Pieper, bekannt durch seine 
Veranstaltungsreihe „Dienstagsgespräche“ (bnr.de 
berichtete zuletzt) nahmen an der Versammlung teil. 
Wöchentliche Kundgebungen vor dem Reichstagsgebäude 
Unter den knapp 200 Besuchern fanden sich weiterhin 
der „Reichsbürger“ Dennis Ingo Schulz, Christian Kaiser 
vom rechtsextremen „Bürgerbündnis Havelland“ und der 
ehemalige „Pogida“-Anmelder Christian Müller aus 
Potsdam. Die völkischen Siedler und Anhänger der 
„Neuen Germanischen Medizin“ Baldur und Antje Renate 

B. aus der Altmark (Sachsen-Anhalt) waren dabei, wie 
auch Anhänger der Berliner Splittergruppen „Bärgida“ 
und „Hand in Hand“. Auch AfD-Anhänger, wie Gerhard 

O., Haus- und Hoffotograf der AfD, sowie Gordon R. und 
Jaqueline R.-W. vom AfD-Verband Berlin-Mitte, zeigten 
sich vor Ort. 
Direkt hinter der Kundgebung des „Volkslehrers“, bei der 

auch „Volkstänze“ aufgeführt wurden, veranstaltete die 
„Reichsbürger“-Gruppe „staatenlos.info“ ebenfalls eine 
Kundgebung, zu der auch die vor allem virtuell aktive 
Gruppe „Gelbe Westen Berlin“ aufgerufen hatte. 
Dementsprechend trugen viele Demonstrierenden solche 
Warnwesten. Seit einigen Wochen lässt sich zwischen 
beiden Zusammenschlüssen eine Kooperation 

beobachten, die in Form von wöchentlichen 
Kundgebungen vor dem Reichstagsgebäude ihren 
Ausdruck findet. An der Veranstaltung, die ausschließlich 
aus Monologen von „staatenlos“-Chef Rüdiger Hoffmann 

bestand, nahm auch Sven Liebich aus Halle teil.  
Mit blauer Kornblume am Revers 

Zahlreiche Menschen wechselten am Samstag zwischen 

den Veranstaltungen hin und her. Flugblätter wurden 
verteilt, auf denen Freiheit für inhaftierte Holocaust-
Leugner wie Ursula Haverbeck-Wetzel und Horst Mahler 
gefordert wurden. Verschiedene Teilnehmer zeigten eine 
blaue Kornblume am Revers. Eine Person trug eine Mütze 
von der Neonazi-Partei „Der III. Weg“ und eine andere 
einen Aufnäher, der sie als Teilnehmer des alljährlichen 

neonazistischen Gedenkmarsches in Budapest auswies. 
(bnr.de berichtete) Mit deutlicher Verspätung kam auch 
eine kleine Gruppe mit Fahnen der Partei „Die Templer“ 
hinzu. 
Der „Volkslehrer“ Nikolai N. hatte erst wenige Tage vor 

der Kundgebung vor Gericht eine Niederlage einstecken 
müssen. Die Klage des früheren Grundschullehrers gegen 

seine fristlose Kündigung wegen seiner extrem rechten 
Aktivitäten wurde vom Berliner Arbeitsgericht 
abgewiesen. 

DER KAMPF UM DIE DEUTSCHE KULTUR 
Ansprache von Bernhard Schaub auf der Kundgebung vor dem Reichstag in Berlin 

am 19. Januar 2019 
Die Volkslehrer-Kundgebung in Berlin konnte erfolgreich 
und weitgehend störungsfrei abgehalten werden. Die 
Polizei hat uns die Antifa-Schreihälse vom Leibe gehalten, 
und die Absicht des Organisators, anschließend an das 
Gedenken an die Opfer der Migranten-Verbrechen eine 
mutmachende Kulturveranstaltung durchzuführen, ist 
geglückt. Sicher wird er bald eine vollständige 
Filmdokumentation veröffentlichen. 

Freunde! Deutsche! 

Seit tausenden von Jahren haben deutsche Völker und 
ihre Vorfahren dies Land von der Maas bis an die Memel, 
von dem Etsch bis an den Belt besiedelt und kultiviert. 

Sie haben die deutsche Kultur geschaffen, ausgebreitet 
und verteidigt. 

Vor achzig Jahren begann die größte und 

entscheidendste Auseinandersetzung der Weltgeschichte:  

Der Zweite Weltkrieg. In den Weltkriegen hat 
Deutschland nicht nur seine heilige Erde und seine Kultur 
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verteidigt, sondern gleichzeitig die ganze europäische 
Tradition. Es hat den Krieg verloren, und deswegen ist 

heute auch die gesamte Kultur Europas in höchster 
Gefahr. 

Alle vier Hauptsiegermächte haben damals schon farbige 
Truppen gegen Deutschland geführt. Die afro-asiatischen 
Zivil-Okkupanten von heute sind nur deren Nachfolger. 

Wenn die scheindeutschen Kollaborateure in Kanzleramt 
und Reichstag die Überfremdung fördern, dann tun sie 

nur das, was die Sieger von ihnen verlangten. Und wenn 
verblödete Deutsche das auch noch beklatschen, dann 
deswegen, weil man ihnen mit Hilfe der Umerziehung 
Gehirn und Rückgrat wegoperiert hat. 

Freunde! Wir stehen hier als die letzte Generation, die 
das Verhängnis von Deutschland und Europa noch 
abwenden kann. Unsere Kinder werden gegenüber den 

Eindringlingen schon in der Minderheit sein. Es kommt 
jetzt alles auf uns an! 

Das Erste und Wichtigste ist, dass man weiß, was man 
verteidigt. Was heißt denn Deutsche Kultur? Deutsche 
Kultur heißt: Deutscher Geist und deutsche Seele in 
deutschem Körper. Und wo lebt Deutsche Kultur? Von 

Rhein und Mosel, wo die Reben unter der glühenden 
Sonne reifen und die Loreley ihre goldenen Haare 
kämmt, bis zu den Seen, Wäldern und Kornfeldern 
Ostpreußens, wo das königlichste Pferd der Welt, 

der Trakehner, seine Heimat hat. Deutsche Kultur lebt in 
Burg und Dom und Bauernhaus, in unseren schönen, 
alten Bräuchen, in Tracht und Schmuck, in Volkslied und 

Volkstanz, in den Brandenburgischen Konzerten Johann 
Sebastian Bachs, in Goethes Naturwissenschaft, in den 
Hymnen Hölderlins, In Richard Wagners Ring des 
Nibelungen. 

Das ist unser Erbe, das wir lieben und ehren und das wir 
verteidigen werden, wie die Soldaten der großen Kriege 
es verteidigt haben. Denn Deutschland ist nicht irgend 

ein Land, und Deutsche Kultur ist nicht irgend eine 
Kultur. Volk und Adel der Deutschen haben vor über 
tausend Jahren das Erbe der Römer angetreten und das 
Sacrum Imperium geschaffen, das Heilige Römische 
Reich Deutscher Nation! Das Reich war die 
Ordnungsmacht Europas, Deutschland die Zitadelle des 

Kontinents und der weißen Menschheit überhaupt. 

Das Zweite Deutsche Reich, gegründet 1871 von 
Bismarck und den deutschen Fürsten, hat zwischen 1914 
und 1945 einen schier unglaublichen Heldenkampf gegen 

die weit überlegenen kulturzerstörenden Mächte aus Ost 
und West geführt. Die deutsche Niederlage öffnete jener 

Dekadenz und Perversion Tür und Tor, unter der heute 
die gesamte europäische Kultur nahezu vollständig 

zusammengebrochen ist. 

Dass wir heute von Heuschreckenschwärmen aus dem 
Orient überfallen werden, ist nur eine Folge der 
kulturellen Entartung und Selbstaufgabe Europas. 
Vergessen wir die alte Weisheit nicht: Wenn die Götter 

den Tempel verlassen, ziehen die Dämonen ein.  

Ja, es ist so: Holen wir die guten Götter Europas nicht 
zurück, werden uns die fremden Dämonen weiterhin und 
für immer beherrschen. 

Freunde! Heute geht es ums Überleben. Der Tod des 
deutschen Geistes, der deutschen Seele und des 
deutschen Körpers steht bevor, wenn wir feige und 

untätig bleiben. Aber ich bin mir sicher: Im letzten 
Augenblick wird sich der harte Kern der Deutschen in 

alter Größe zeigen; der Furor Teutonicus wird aufstehen 
von den Alpen bis zur Nordsee, wird die Völker Europas 
mitreißen und den Feind zerschmettern, der uns 
vernichten will. Die Völker Europas sind ja samt und 

sonders vom Untergang bedroht; und den Klügeren unter 
Franzosen und Engländern, unter Russen und 
Amerikanern hat es längst gedämmert, dass sie auch ihr 
eigenes Grab schaufelten, als sie Deutschland zerstörten. 

Es ist der deutsche Geist, von dem die Auferstehung 
Europas ausgehen muss. Und seine mutigsten Vertreter 
stehen heute hier. Die Regierung dieser „Republik“ und 

ihre Speichellecker in den Medien sollen wissen: Wir sind 
längst immun gegen eure schwachsinnige Multikulti-
Propaganda. Auch die Nazi-Keule zieht nicht mehr. Es ist 
uns einfach egal, was ihr sagt und schreibt. Wir glauben 

euch schon lange kein Wort mehr. 

Ihr scheint jetzt noch alle Macht zu haben, aber in 
Wahrheit pfeift ihr aus dem vorletzten Loch. Die 

Rothschild-Soros-Clinton-Macron-Merkel-Bande ist dabei, 
das Spiel zu verlieren. In Ungarn und Italien, in 
Österreich und Dänemark, in Amerika und 

Brasilien hat der Wind schon umgeschlagen. Die Nacht 
geht zu Ende, und der Tag gehört uns, Freunde, den 
echten Deutschen, den echten Europäern! 

Aber noch steht uns der härteste Kampf bevor. Nehmen 
wir das Herz in beide Hände, erinnern wir uns der 
Tugenden Spartas, Roms und Preußens, räumen wir den 
Saustall aus und gründen wir die FESTUNG EUROPA! 
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Volkslehrer with read eagle - Gerd Ittner: Deutschland is not dying! Bernard Schaub: Germany is more than the BRD 

 
Above centre - Der Volkslehrer and Bernard Schaub set an example! 
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*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BixcOJtXnfA  

 

____________________________________________________ 

From the Archives, & to the present, in Western Australia 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Hutt River Province tax row:  

Self-proclaimed 'Prince Leonard' and son ordered to pay $3 million 
By Sebastian Neuweiler and Joanna Menagh  - Updated 16 Jun 2017, 5:09pm

Photo: Prince Leonard 
founded the Hutt River 
Provence in 1970. (Supplied) 
*Related Story: Turnbull 
declines 'royal' invite as 
Prince Leonard prepares to 
cede throne 
*Related Story: New monarch 
announced for Australia's 
oldest micro-nation 

*Related Story: Succession plans afoot in Australia's 
oldest micro-nation 

The founders of Australia's oldest micro-nation, the Hutt 
River Province in Western Australia, have been ordered 
to pay more than $3 million in taxes owed. 
The former self-proclaimed sovereign Prince Leonard 
Casley and his son Arthur lost a Supreme Court battle 
against the Australian Tax Office (ATO) on Friday, which 

had demanded they pay income tax for the eight 

financial years between June 2006 and 2013. 
Prince Leonard, 91, set up the independent state of Hutt 
River 47 years ago after a stoush with the State 

Government over wheat production quotas, and anointed 
himself sovereign. 

 
Photo: Prince Leonard is 
91 and handed over the 
reins due to ill health. 
(ABC News: Sarah 
Taillier)  

He abdicated in 
February this year, 
handing the sovereignty 

to his son Graeme. 
In a brief court hearing this morning, Justice Rene Le 
Miere dismissed an attempt to set aside the tax office's 

payment demand. 
The pair were not present in court, but listened from Hutt 
River via a telephone link. 
The province near Northampton in WA's Mid West, about 

500 kilometres north of Perth, is not legally recognised 
by the Australian Government. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BixcOJtXnfA
https://www.abc.net.au/news/sebastian-neuweiler/7418782
https://www.abc.net.au/news/joanna-menagh/4421090
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-leonard-of-hutt/8625148
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-leonard-of-hutt/8625148
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-leonard-of-hutt/8625148
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-leonard-of-hutt/8625148
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-10/hutt-river-prince-leonard-malcolm-turnbull-declines-royal-invite/8256628
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-10/hutt-river-prince-leonard-malcolm-turnbull-declines-royal-invite/8256628
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-10/hutt-river-prince-leonard-malcolm-turnbull-declines-royal-invite/8256628
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-10/hutt-river-prince-leonard-malcolm-turnbull-declines-royal-invite/8256628
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-01/prince-leonard-of-hutt-river-principality-abdicates-to-son/8232730
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-01/prince-leonard-of-hutt-river-principality-abdicates-to-son/8232730
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-01/prince-leonard-of-hutt-river-principality-abdicates-to-son/8232730
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-06/australias-oldest-micro-nation-monarch-considers-retirement/6749604
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-06/australias-oldest-micro-nation-monarch-considers-retirement/6749604
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-04/prince-leonard-of-the-hutt-river-province2c-a-micronaiton-in-w/6750514
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-04/prince-leonard-of-the-hutt-river-province2c-a-micronaiton-in-w/6750514
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-04/prince-leonard-of-the-hutt-river-province2c-a-micronaiton-in-w/6750514
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-04/prince-leonard-of-the-hutt-river-province2c-a-micronaiton-in-w/6750514
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-04/prince-leonard-of-the-hutt-river-province2c-a-micronaiton-in-w/6750514
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Justice Le Miere also ordered Prince Leonard to pay $2.7 
million to the ATO, while his son was ordered to pay 

$242,000. 
He said their argument that the Supreme Court did not 

have jurisdiction over them because they are the 
"sovereign of, or citizen of, the Hutt River Province" had 
"no legal merit". 
"Anyone can declare themselves a sovereign in their own 
home but they cannot ignore the laws of Australia or not 

pay tax," he said. 
Justice Le Miere criticised their submissions, describing 

them as "gobbledegook" 
and saying they ranged 
from "the merely 
irrelevant to the bizarre". 
Photo: The principality of 

Hutt River is not legally 
recognised by the 
Australian Government. 
(ABC News: Eliza Borrello)  

"Such as the statement 
that the ATO has been utilising a form of torture known 
as 'Old Hags Nagging'," he said. 
"It is not sensible or a proper use of judicial resources to 
recite and analyse all of the defendants' utterances 
masquerading as legal submissions. 

"It is sufficient to say that none of them raises a defence 
to the (tax office's) claims." 
They would also have to pay an undisclosed sum in 
interest and court costs. 

'Royal' family weigh appeal 
 

Photo: Prince 
Graeme took over 
the throne from his 
father this year. 
(ABC News: 

Sebastian 
Neuweiler)  

Graeme Casley told 
the ABC he was 

both surprised and disappointed by the Supreme Court 
decision. 
"We pay tax where we feel it is due," he said. 
"When Dad had commercial ventures in Western 
Australia, he paid tax on those. 
"But tax on goods and services here with the principality, 

which is an independent country, we are surprised they 
would pursue that."  
He said the family fought the case on legal grounds and 

principle and would consider lodging an appeal with 
either the Court of Appeal or the High Court. 
He said the decision had raised concern for the future of 
the principality. 

"We're going to be tied down as we were with the 
Supreme Court ATO action over the last five months," he 
said. "Like most commercial ventures a lot of cash isn't 
just laying idle." 

Hutt River Principality vs the ATO 
The principality has long been pursued by the Australian 
Taxation Office.In 1977, following repeated demands for 

payments from the ATO, the province declared war on 
Australia, which it withdrew several days later.  
The principality attracts tourists from around the globe, 
who make the pilgrimage to have their passports 

stamped and purchase the local currency, the Hutt River 
dollar. 

*https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/hutt-river-

province-decision-on-ato-fight/8624450  

****** 

Hutt River tax case ‘full of anomalies’ 
Geoff VivianMidwest Times 

Friday, 9 February 2018 1:57PM 
Hutt River Principality's new sovereign Prince Graeme 

outside his office with a Hutt River passport last month. 

Picture: Geoff Vivian 

Midwest Times 

Hutt River Principality’s 
first sovereign said his 
family has not heard from 
the Australian Taxation 

Office or the WA Supreme 
Court since it ordered him 
to pay $3 million in GST 

and other taxes in June. 
Prince Leonard, who abdicated from the throne early last 
year, said while his micro-nation’s legal status had not 
been disputed, the ATO’s case was based on “lies”. 

“The ATO used a law principle, legal fiction — that is lies 
told by the court cannot be challenged,” he said. “One 
such lie was charging GST from 2006 on a caravan park 
rentals which the ATO admitted was not built until 2010.” 
Prince Leonard’s youngest son Graeme, who took on the 
title “Sovereign” before the court decision, said the ATO 
had refused to meet the family. 

“Instead they have visited our website to see how many 
people we have visit, to calculate GST,” he said. 
Prince Graeme said the ATO case against his family was 
full of anomalies, one of which was the Australian 
Business Number it assigned to his father so as to 
conduct the audit. “In October, 2016 we received a letter 

from the ATO saying ‘you are not operating a business so 

we will take your ABN away from you’,” he said. 
Leonard Casley began operating the farm about 30km 
west-south-west of Northampton as an independent 
province after the Brand Liberal Government imposed 
wheat quotas in 1969. 
When it then introduced legislation to resume the 

property, he used an ancient English law to proclaim 
himself “Prince” in 1970.  
However, in its decision in June, the Supreme Court said 
Prince Leonard’s argument that the court had no power 
to deal with him because he was the sovereign or a 
citizen of the Hutt River Province had no legal merit or 
substance. 

“Anyone can declare themselves a sovereign in their own 
home but they cannot ignore the laws of Australia or not 

pay tax,” the court said. 
An ATO spokesman said he could not comment on the 
tax affairs of any individual or entity because of legal 
obligations of confidentiality. 

“However, please note, on 4 October, 2007 The High 
Court of Australia dismissed the application by Mr Casley 
whose contention was ‘that they reside in the so-called 
Hutt River Province’ and that that is not part of Australia 
and not subject to Australian taxation laws,” he said. 
“The High court concluded that the arguments were 
‘fatuous, frivolous and vexatious’ and dismissed the 

application.” 
Prince Graeme said his father denied all assessment 
claims made against him. 
*https://thewest.com.au/news/midwesttimes/hu

tt-river-tax-case-full-of-anomalies-ng-b88729015z  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/border-crossing-at-principality-of-hutt-river/8624838
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/border-crossing-at-principality-of-hutt-river/8624838
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/border-crossing-at-principality-of-hutt-river/8624838
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/border-crossing-at-principality-of-hutt-river/8624838
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/border-crossing-at-principality-of-hutt-river/8624838
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-graeme-of-hutt-river-province/8626056
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-graeme-of-hutt-river-province/8626056
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-graeme-of-hutt-river-province/8626056
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-graeme-of-hutt-river-province/8626056
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-16/prince-graeme-of-hutt-river-province/8626056
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WA man has his property seized because he refuses to pay 
$300,000 owing in rates 

ABC Mid West and Wheatbelt By Laura Meachim and Cecile O'Connor Updated 19 Dec 2018, 6:30pm 
Photo: Wayne Glew was 
joined by supporters who 
travelled from across 
Australia to see him face 
court in Geraldton. (ABC 
Midwest and Wheatbelt: 
Laura Meachim) 
A long-running dispute in 
Western Australia has ended 
with a 'sovereign citizen' 

having his property seized and sold from under him. 
Wayne Kenneth Glew, from Geraldton, owed his council 
$300,000 in rates and legal costs, which he refused to pay 
because he believed local governments were unconstitutional. 
Mr Glew is one of an informal movement of 'freemen' or 
'sovereign citizens', who believed Australian legislative laws only 
applied if you consented to them. 
City of Greater Geraldton Mayor Shane Van Styn said Mr Glew's 
actions were an injustice to those doing the right thing by 
paying their yearly rates.  
"[He has] some crazy misconception that the laws do not apply 
to him, and regrettably we have been forced to take action to 
seize his property to cover costs that rightfully belong to the 
ratepayers of Greater Geraldton," Mr Van Styn said. 
Mr Glew, a former police officer, has appealed a court order 
from the council to remove his possessions from the property. 
It is not the first time he has taken his fight to the court of 
appeal.  
In 2014 he was declared a "vexatious litigant" by the Supreme 

Court of WA, with his position being described as "nonsensical 
and incoherent". 

Photo: Mr Glew during 
one of his attempts to 
block the City of 
Greater-Geraldton from 
his former Glenfield 
property. (Supplied: 
Facebook)  

 
Are local governments unlawful? 

Mr Glew claimed the City of Greater Geraldton could not lawfully 
make constituents pay rates, because local governments were 
not written in Australia's constitution.  
Constitutional law expert Professor Anne Twomey said the 
council's actions were legal.  
"The State of WA has the power to enact legislation that sets up 
a system of local government, which includes the City of Greater 
Geraldton and other places," she said. 
Mr Glew said the city could not seize his land because he 
claimed it under Magna Carta. 
"It is not getting sold because I have it held under clause 61 of 
Magna Carta," he said. 
"They cannot touch it, they fenced it — I threw the gates away, 
they put concrete blocks there — I threw them away, I blocked 
it. 
"I own it and I paid for it." 
Magna Carta was originally issued by King John of England in 
1215 as a solution to a political crisis. 
Since then it has been the foundation of constitutional and 
parliamentary government for Britain and Commonwealth 
countries. 
Professor Twomey said Magna Carta was an important historic 
statute but had little relevance in today's society. 
"You have got to understand that under British law, their 
constitution is the system of parliamentary sovereignty and that 

means parliament itself can always change its own laws," she 
said. 
"There is very little left of Magna Carta in the United Kingdom 
because many later laws have overridden and changed it from 
time to time. 
"The same issue arises in Australia — Magna Carta became part 
of Australian law as a received British law … it would have been 
a much cut-down version of Magna Carta. 

*Photo: A manuscript 
book of statutes 
containing Magna Carta 
and 20 other statutes in 
Latin or French. (702 ABC 
Sydney: Yuske Aso)  
 
"Only the little dribs and 

drabs that were left, and even those dribs and drabs they are 
not entrenched as part of our law they are just part of ordinary 
statute that can be changed by later statute." 

Battling the system 
Mr Glew is just one of many who have taken a direct stance 
against paying rates or taxes. 
In 1970, Midwest farmer Leonard Casely declared his land the 
Principality of Hutt River and claimed to be a sovereign state 

after a stoush with the State 
Government over wheat 
production quotas. 
*Photo: A sign marks the 
border crossing at the 

'Principality of Hutt River', 
500 kilometres north of 
Perth in WA. (ABC News: 
Eliza Borrello)  

 
The so-called micronation was not legally recognised by the 
Australian Government and in 2017 the Supreme Court of 
WA ordered the family pay more than $3 million in taxes 
owed. 

Council says rates needed to run city 
Mr Van Styn said seizing Mr Glew's property was a last resort. 
"Everyone is required to pay the costs of living in a community," 
he said. 
"We do not have roads and civic services out of nowhere. 
"We require rates to run a city that functions with all the 
services that everyone needs from day to day. 
"If people think they are above contributing to that under lawful 
direction from the state then regrettably we must take such 
severe action." 

Abusing the system 
Professor Twomey said despite what people believed, the law 
would prevail. 
"If you notice, all of these people [who] object to paying taxes 
or rates and everything else say that the laws are invalid," she 
said. 
"The curious thing is I have never heard any single one of them 
ever complain that the law is invalid if it gives them 
unemployment benefits or if it gives them any advantage. 
"Nor do you ever see them refusing to use a hospital or a school 
or a road because it has been paid for by other people under 
invalid taxes or rates. 
"People tend to just want to take the benefits and not want to 
pay or contribute." 
*https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-19/geraldton-
city-seizes-wayne-glew-land-for-non-payment-of-
rates/10619944  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Plus d’un and’emprisonnement et près de 20 000 euros d’amende requis contre Alain Soral 

* 
Resume of court hearings 15/11/2018 

Alain Soral risks 12 months imprisonment and a 20,000 euros fine. 
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Le 15 novembre 2018, plus d’un an d’emprisonnement et près 
de 20 000 euros d’amende ont été requis contre Alain Soral, 
pour trois dessins et un compte rendu de procès paru sur le site 
d’Égalité & Réconciliation. Le 15 novembre 2018, plusieurs 
procès avaient lieu. Le premier à la cour d’appel de Paris (Île de 
la Cité) pour l’audience des plaidoiries au sujet du dessin 
collector Pornographie mémorielle. Le parquet a requis de 
l’emprisonnement avec sursis et 4 000 euros d’amende. Les 
deux autres avaient lieu ensuite devant le tribunal de grande 
instance de Bobigny. Le parquet a requis un an ferme et 15 000 
euros d’amende, montant auquel il faudra ajouter les dommages 
et intérêts ainsi que les frais de justice de la LICRA, du MRAP, 
de SOS Racisme, de l’UEJF et de l’association dont Marc Knobel 
est président. Les procès de Bobigny faisaient suite au grand 
procès des Cancrelats et de l’Échiquier où, on s’en souvient, 
Jacob Cohen, Hervé Ryssen, Youssef Hindi et Pierre Hillard 
étaient venus témoigner. Le compte rendu de ce procès, publié 
sur le site d’Égalité & Réconciliation, comportait les propos tenus 
a la barre par le prévenu, Alain Soral. C’est cette déclaration 
finale qui lui valait d’être poursuivi pour provocation à la haine 
et à la violence raciale et pour injure raciale. Par ailleurs, Aglaë 
Fradois, du parquet de Paris, se portait partie civile, estimant 

avoir été qualifiée de « salope ». Sur l’Île de la Cité comme à 
Bobigny, Alain Soral était représenté par son avocat Maître 
Damien Viguier. Le délibéré Pornographie mémorielle est fixé a 
Paris (Île de la Cité) au 13 décembre 2018 à 13h30. Celui du 
Procès des Cancrelats et de l’Échiquier à Bobigny est fixé au 17 
janvier 2019 à 13h. Pour commenter: 
 *https://www.egaliteetreconciliation.f... Pour soutenir 
ERTV: http://www.egaliteetreconciliation.fr...  

*** 
It's ten past nine on the 15th of November 2018 and I'm just 
back from the High Court in Bobigny where I participated in a 
hearing which lasted about three and a half hours... three and 
three quarter hours... 
A hearing that concerned a previous trial which provoked a 
great deal of media attention - the famous "cockroach" trial and 
the "political chessboard" trial. 

You know that Alain Soral 
was at this trial and 
afterwards Youssef Hindi, 
Hervé Ryssen, Pierre 
Hillard, Jacob Cohen and 
Alain Soral took the 
microphone and 
expressed opinions in 
what was a final 
declaration. 

Then, for having transcribed and published this final declaration, 
Egalité et Réconciliation's [E&R] website meaning the presumed 
publisher, Alain Soral, was prosecuted. 
Thus, we're dealing with a serious attack on our liberty because 
in fact there is a rule of immunity. This means that if you are 
accused, you still have the possibility to express your opinion 
freely. This is guaranteed - as long as this does not take place 
outside the precinct of the court - if your statements are 
delivered within the precinct of the court, then there is a 
guarantee that you will not be prosecuted for statements made 
in your own defence. 
Furthermore, whatever is said within the precinct of the court 
may then be used by press, TV and any media outlet; journalists 
and editors-in-chief therefore also benefit from this immunity, - 
part and parcel of freedom of the press. 
Unfortunately, when it's a question of laws relating to racial 
defamation, racial insult, contesting crimes against humanity, 
etc., normal rules regards freedom of the press are bracketed 
and this afternoon's hearing showed to what extent those 

organisations claiming to be "anti-racist" and which claim to be 
fighting hatred on the contrary are intent upon shifting to a 
higher gear and cracking down even further. 

Proof of this: they are attacking Alain Soral for his defence 
submission, for his final declaration. I think it's a first.. Never 
seen till now. 
Moreover, one remark made by Alain Soral was subject to 
particular scrutiny, and the question is whether he made this 
remark during the hearing or if the remark was part of the 
written article - a remark targeting the indicting procurator.  
The question was whether Alain Soral was targeting the 
indictment, the procurator in her official capacity or if this was a 
personal attack targeting this woman or even against the actual 
woman who happens to be the procurator. 
This hearing was an opportunity to understand and to learn 

some important information. For a few years now - not sure 
exactly how many but we could find out by doing a quick search 
- there is a new generation of lawyers and a new generation of 
magistrates who have not been formed - or rather 
"transformed", in the professional sense - and here for the 
audience's benefit I would say"formed" by the unsettling 
experience of being a law faculty student. These are people for 
example who have studied at the Institute of Political Studies 
politics and who then gain entry into the National College of 
Magistrates and they only study law, apparently, at the National 
College of Magistrates, to the effect - and this is what I've been 
told by many clerks, ushers, magistrates and other colleagues I 
speak to - that we are up against a justice system under 
transformation which is no longer a justice system made up of 
jurists. 
And what struck Alain Soral the most was that his indictment - 
rather than being of a judicial nature - was of another 
dimension, and Alain Soral was surprised to see a procurator in 
this new dimension and in which the procurator did not have the 
capacity to express herself.  
In reality, profound questions which were subject to 
examination at the end of the afternoon. Because earlier I had 
also dealt with another case concerning E&R at the Court of 
Appeal in Paris, courtroom 7 on wing 2, for the "memorial 
pornography" appeal hearing. 
Again, the poster of a pin-up girl came under scrutiny, in which 
the pin-up girl is doing a strip-tease on the train tracks leading 
up to the Auschwitz concentration camp seen in the background 
and this stripper has cash in her hand and, as was noted, stars 
of David on her breasts. And in reality the Star of David is the 
only point on which one might lay an accusation that the image 
would be anti-Semitic. 
I want to raise a point regards artists: you can no longer draw 
or paint freely in France. Today, I had the opportunity to say 
this at the Court of Appeal. I had the opportunity to repeat it at 
Bobigny because Bobigny was the trial of the "roaches" and 
"chessboard" images. 
An artist is a sensitive being - a sensory canvas - who, thanks to 
his or her creations, allows common mortals to see things that 
are intolerable when seen in a naked light. 
And the Artist tells us things about the world which can only be 
told by way of Art. That is why artistic freedom is sacred and 
without artistic freedom we are unable to find meaning either in 
our own history or in the present in which we live. 
In any case, it's part of our tradition, part of our western 

tradition. And therefore it's exceedingly worrying that artists are 
being censored and convicted. It's important to note that 
sometimes it boils down to almost nothing: it's enough to 
remove a Star of David, to remove a pair of ringlets or a 
candelabra in the corner of an image and we can still 
understand what's being said - but that's not part of the society 
in which we live today, and it becomes non-reprehensible. 
One needs to participate at one of these hearings. One needs to 
hear the prosecution submissions from the lawyers who 
represent the LICRA, SOS Racisme, the French Jewish Students 
Union, the J'accusse association, etc. One must hear what they 
have to say once during one's lifetime, in order to understand 
that we are living under absolute tyranny - it's true - our 
thoughts are being policed. 
It's nothing new but this is our current situation. And it's getting 
worse day by day. I'm not joking, once the accused is being 
attacked for having defended himself then a threshold has been 
breached. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuYN7dG7X7gD7pEKcRsBZEA
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.egaliteetreconciliation.fr%2FProces-du-15-novembre-2018-plus-d-un-an-d-emprisonnement-et-pres-de-20-000-euros-d-amende-requis-52828.html&v=Q0K36XKrbPk&redir_token=eZfkGVpYkP3zH3aOlPDfCjwB74t8MTU0ODE1NDY5OUAxNTQ4MDY4Mjk5&event=video_description
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.egaliteetreconciliation.fr%2FFaire-un-don-23797.html&v=Q0K36XKrbPk&redir_token=eZfkGVpYkP3zH3aOlPDfCjwB74t8MTU0ODE1NDY5OUAxNTQ4MDY4Mjk5&event=video_description
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And in the same way, you know that I'm also being attacked - 
for the same reason, meaning for my submission in defence of 
my client - also for a cartoon - "Shoah où t'es". You can see that 
we are always concerned with "icons". We could say that certain 
persons still have a huge problem with "image". And I will 
resume all these ideas by saying that we are in the midst of a 
new quarrel amongst iconocalsts.  

*https://youtu.be/Q0K36XKrbPk  

********  
Corbyn hires speechwriter who worked with 'Holocaust 
Industry' author Norman Finkelstein 

Orlando Radice  January 20, 2019 11:18 
Alex Nunns also boasts of doing 'editorial work' for 
controversial WikiLeaks founder Assange 

Alex Nunns (YouTube) 
Jeremy Corbyn has taken on a new speechwriter who has 
worked closely with anti-Zionist academic Norman Finkelstein 
and controversial WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange. 
Alex Nunns, the author of The Candidate, about the Labour 
leader’s rise to power, writes on his website that he has done 
“editorial work on other people’s books, like Julian Assange’s 
When Google Met WikiLeaks and Norman Finkelstein’s Knowing 
Too Much.” 

Mr Finkelstein is also the author of The Holocaust Industry, 
which  argues that the American Jewish establishment exploits 
the memory of the Nazi Holocaust for political and financial gain. 
Mr Assange was accused of antisemitism in 2011 when it was 
reported he had blamed a “Jewish conspiracy” for media reports 
on his close association with WikiLeaks colleague Israel Shamir, 
who is a Holocaust denier.  
Mr Nunns, a long-time cheerleader for Mr Corbyn on social 
media, defended the Labour leader after a video emerged in 
August last year showing Mr Corbyn saying Zionists “don't 
understand English irony” despite having lived in the country for 
a very long time - remarks that were widely condemned as 

antisemitic. 
Mr Nunns wrote on Twitter at the time: “In clearer language, the 
point Corbyn made was, ‘Despite being English, these particular 
pro-Israel activists have a poorer sense of irony than the 
Palestinian ambassador whose speech they attended.’ The whole 
point is that they aren’t foreign or un-English.” 
According to political blog the Red Roar, Mr Nunns also 
compared the G8 under Tony Blair’s presidency to the leader of 
Nazi Germany in an interview, saying that on poverty “they are 
expecting G8 to come up with a solution when G8 is itself the 
problem. This is like petitioning Hitler to help the Jews.” 

*https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/corbyn-hires-

speechwriter-1.478818  

___________________________________________________________________  

The Censor’s Handbook  
January 20, 2019/4 Comments by Tom Kawczynski

More people and organizations are legally fighting back 
against smear campaigns and libel. 
Editor’s note: We on the dissident right are under siege. A 
number of major figures are battling bogus but expensive 
lawsuits stemming from Charlottesville. Others have been 
banned from social media or have seen their accounts 
restricted in various ways. Many sites, including TOQ and 
TOO, have been denied financial services that facilitate 
donations. Most devastatingly, people have been fired 
from their jobs as a result of a simple phone call from the 
Southern Poverty Law Center.  
Tom Kawcyznski, the author of this article, is one of those 
who have lost their livelihood and their reputation within 

their local community as a result of this evil. TOO has 
posted a review of Tom’s book, Someone Has to Say It: 
The Hidden History of How America Was Lost.  
This book recounts his experiences in losing his position 
as town manager for Jackman, Maine, but also shows 
someone who has thought deeply about all the issues 
facing White America. Since his firing, he has been a 
fearless and honest warrior in our struggle.  
The good news is that there is increasing pushback 
against these efforts to stifle our ideas. Attorney Glen 
Allen has sued the SPLC as a result of being fired by the 
city of Baltimore.  
Jared Taylor is suing Twitter for banning him from the 
social media site.  
And the Center for Immigration Studies, a non-profit 
critical of immigration is suing the SPLC because the SPLC 
labeled it a “hate group” simply for criticizing 
immigration.  
If the legal system retains any integrity, all of these 
lawsuits have a good chance of prevailing. Of course, our 
legal system, like our other institutions, has been 
corrupted, so the outcomes of these cases are far from 
certain. 

 

Kevin MacDonald @TOOEdit  

Great news! The @splcenter, like the @ADL_National, has 

adopted the view that any criticism of immigration at all 

is "racist." Absurd on the face of it. 
Center for Immigration Studies @CIS_org  

Today, we announced that we're suing the president of 
the SPLC. 
“The Center for Immigration Studies is fighting back 
against the SPLC smear campaign and its attempt to stifle 
debate through intimidation and name-calling" -
@MarkSKrikorian 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/jan/16
/immigration-group-files-rico-lawsuit-splc/ … 
148 4:09 AM - Jan 17, 2019 

*   *   * 
Amendment I – United States Constitution 
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a 
redress of grievances. 
Americans assume based on long practice and as a cherished 
principle that the freedom of speech, encapsulated within the 
First Amendment of our Bill of Rights, offers universal protection 
to free exercise of political opinions — provided the basic 
constraint that one cannot advocate for bodily harm to another.  
Our country has risen to international preeminence and global 
hegemony on this basis.  The Internet, our latest and greatest 
contribution, has served as a powerful force for human liberation 
in thought and practice by spreading this understanding to new 
regions.  Yet, for all the good it has done, never has this most 
basic freedom been under greater assault or in more perilous 
jeopardy. 
Knowledge is power. Those with knowledge have always 
recognized this truth and tried to keep awareness of what is 
happening in the world away from others who don’t share their 
interests. From the shamans of tribes, to the clergy of the 
Church, or the mandarins of an imperial court, restricting 
knowledge has ever been the way by which the powerful 
maintained their supremacy over the people.  We imagine 
ourselves living in a world apart from those concerns, and our 
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ignorance and apathy are enabling the creation of a censorship 
system so subtle and complete that we will not even realize it 
exists. 
The single recurring conspiracy in human affairs has been the 
willingness of those with power, especially when representing 
institutions with authority and substantial assets, to do anything 
to maintain their status.  In our world, this represents a 
consortium of multinational corporations and the largest 
governments with which they constantly do business.  For these 
actors, life is good, and the globalism promises a united 
tomorrow, more profits, and more power. It is only threatened 
by those nagging voices who cry out for the old ways: 

nationalists, racial identitarians, Christian traditionalists, and 
anyone else who holds principles that depart from the new 
consensus of materialism/consumerism/relativism. All are all 
targeted without respect to their ideologies. They are targeted if 
and only if they are seen as threatening the state/corporate 
duopoly. 
Here’s how it works: While recognizing the legal right to 
freedom of speech, the system, in every possible manner, 
makes an ever-increasing encroachment upon the exercise of 
that right. Financial, social, and legal obstacles are employed, 
not only to punish violators of the globalist consensus, but also 
to intimidate and suppress any would-be imitators from 
embracing such thoughts or actions.  Because these efforts 
happen in a decentralized manner along every step of the 
process and because they are hidden by deceptive terminologies 
like the meaningless but ubiquitous label “hate speech,” the 
public is blind to just how egregious these actions are. Indeed, 
the public is actively discouraged from looking.  The best way to 
demonstrate this is to show how many roadblocks make up this 
virtual gauntlet by going through the content creation process. 
Let’s start with you:  Imagine yourself as a potential creator.  At 
first glance, it would seem there are a world of platforms that 
can host your thoughts or media content.  You know the big 
ones — YouTube, Facebook, Google, Instagram, Twitter, etc.  
Seeing all those producers going in a million different directions 
without any obvious constraint creates the impression that free 
speech has never been more successful. But such a perception 
loses sight of what we could call the signal-to-noise ratio.  
Should you want to produce content that is devoid of any overt 
political commentary, have no doubt your submission will gladly 
be added to the noise. But should you choose to comment 
negatively upon the campaign against national sovereignty, or 
globalist institutions like the big banks or the UNHRC, or the 
groups and people who are involved in promoting these 
institutions, the experience can prove quite different. 
Have you ever wondered where the best place to hide a book 
would be?  Sometimes, the answer is in an enormous library, 
where the vastness of choice is presented as an opportunity. But 
with a perspective on quality of content, this mirage of vast 
choice can serve as nothing more than a pernicious distraction 
and illusion. 
Therein lies some commonality with the Internet: From its very 
inception, the Internet was imagined as a social engineering 
project, catalyzed with money from the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA)  and utilizing cutting edge 

neuroscience from elite universities like Stanford and UC-
Berkeley.  Our government wanted the Internet to serve as a 
way to both propagandize people and to encourage them to 
reveal their inner truths and habits in a way they never would if 
a face was on the other side of the keyboard instead of a 
screen.  That it has become an engine controlled by 
multinational private corporations promoting commerce in a 
global information economy could be potentially considered as 
the greatest side effect in human history. But there are powerful 
voices who have never moved away from the idea that the 
Internet exists not to express our ideas, but rather to shape 
them in a desired direction. 
When one begins producing content on the Internet, such 
concerns might seem laughable as you’ll be able to produce 
your first articles and videos and make your first connections 
with whomever you wish. There will be no negative 
consequences.  If you make good content, others might begin to 
share the material.  If you learn how to network socially, 
understanding that every name you see on Twitter or Facebook 

potentially represents a mind and heart you touch, you might 
even gain enough influence to warrant attention.  This is where 
the game truly begins. 
Should your content be deemed anodyne and harmless, you’ll 
never even notice the censors exist. Write admiring articles on 
sports stars and Hollywood celebrities or take a left/liberal, 
globalist perspective, and the world is your oyster. Money in the 
bank. 
But should you question orthodoxy on the wrong subjects, or if 
you criticize the wrong groups or individuals, a series of funny 
things will happen.  Where others get paid to produce whatever 
they create, your material will be selectively and arbitrarily 

demonetized.  Where others can reach wide audiences, you’ll 
see how advisory warnings might be appended to your videos. 
Legitimizing verification status, like Twitter Blue Checks, will be 
denied or removed. Or perhaps your content might even be 
removed, your account suspended or banned. 
Deplatforming is a form of social ostracism that is so dangerous 
precisely because it is arbitrarily defined — why was Jared 
Taylor banned from Twitter but not, say, Richard Spencer? Yet 
there is a clear pattern to who is subject to this treatment:  
Those who seriously question the globalist consensus that 
dominates all the elite institutions of the West, public and 
private. 
At this point, most people take the hint and back away from the 
forbidden content. To be sure, most will choose to do so.  They 
fear, rightly, that continuing their search for truth will destroy 
their reputation online, which in many cases can be directly 
linked to their real lives—their face-to-face world at their 
workplaces and local communities. And while they explore 
media platforms like Facebook for how others socially accept or 
reject them, the platforms deliberately suppress the world of 
ideas to fit their utopian vision.  They accomplish this by 
employing the canard of accusing their opponents of “hate 
speech.” 
Hate speech is nothing more than a label slapped onto any 
content that disturbs the interests of the status quo.  However, 
the powers that be frequently define it instead as language that 
threatens another group — including not only violence but even 
the group’s self-esteem. Lost in this broad definition is a very 
important right we must defend — a right that is at the heart of 
why freedom of speech matters.  If we cannot criticize those 
who have power over us, how can we resist or even offer 
dissent from what they intend? 
Accusations of hate speech have now aimed at protecting 
different categories of people from even the slightest criticism.  
One cannot comment upon the thoughts, actions, or behavior of 
individuals with a wide variety of group identities and affiliations 
without being accused of committing hate.  For a White person 
to call attention to negative behavior of a Black person or to 
statistics on Black crime is racism.  To comment upon what a 
gay does is bigotry.  To comment upon what a Jew does is anti-
Semitism.  By this standard, reason itself has become hate 
speech, because certain identities are protected and are beyond 
criticism—without regard for the truth of the criticism — for fear 
of offending this ever-evolving social consensus. 
This new rule is not only enforced on the Internet, it is also 

enforced in society in general. Every public forum is constrained 
to follow the politically correct line that you cannot criticize any 
group that would take offense — apart from White males.  This 
only proves how well those who make these arguments know 
the axiom attributed to Voltaire writing three hundred years 
ago: If you want to know who runs your society, look to whom 
you cannot criticize.  Yet we celebrate this. We literally place 
certain people above others in a manner that is resulting in 
extreme political polarization and destroying the practice of 
employing reason to resolve conflict. 
My good friend Peter Jalajas, who runs Free Press Promotions, 
LLC, offers the perfect example: He created a mobile app called 
KosChertified? Grocery List + which helps educate  consumers 
on the century-old food kosher-certification business while 
offering an embedded shopping database of products NOT 
Kosher-Certified (NKC). The product is entirely unique and 
received immediate approval by the Apple Review Team. Over 
time, it proved very popular in the ease of its functionality and 

https://www.internetsociety.org/internet/history-internet/brief-history-internet-related-networks
https://www.internetsociety.org/internet/history-internet/brief-history-internet-related-networks
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the fact that it offered a win-win solution for both kosher-
keepers and those who don’t seek out kosher seals (hekhshers). 

 
Intolerant informants are empowered to collaborate with 
Hate Journalists, thanks to NYU sponsored Membership 
Puzzle Project  
For those unfamiliar, countless manufacturers adhere to 
proscribed guidelines from one of over a thousand rabbinical 
organizations or kosher agencies to earn the right to put 
trademarked hekhshers on their product labels. These food 
companies pay for the religious certification services, but few 
consumers are aware of how prevalent it is. Peter thought 
people would be interested in knowing this information, so he 
built the app with judgment-neutral content to let people know 
the few products that did not have this certification — a faster 
and smarter solution than searching through databases of over 
one million products that do. 
Obviously, such information has no inherent bias.  These are 
simply facts which can be observed and inform people’s 
choices.  Any further conclusions would have to be based upon 
additional information that are far beyond the scope of this app 
or the relevant media he’s used for marketing. 

And yet this effort to provide purely factual information has 
been slandered as hate speech.  Why?  Because it commented 
on something related to Jews. And, as we have learned time and 
again, to comment upon the activity of any protected class is an 
invitation to slander.1 

 
Reveal journalist Will Carless calls his informants “Hate 
Sleuths”  

 
Not one, but three different contacts at the ADL (the 
heart of American censorship) are fed the journalist’s 
information  
  

 
For whatever reason, American smear news like Reveal‘s 
must be fed to Israeli newspaper Haaretz  
People have learned that they are not allowed to comment upon 
certain groups. And they have learned this lesson so well that 
we accept basic lies about our society.  I experienced this myself 
when I made my own value judgment asserting that values of 
Islam — values that include having underage wives, treating 
women as chattel, spreading faith through violence and 
organized conceit, all of which would prove devastating to 
Western Civilization.  Factually speaking, these arguments are 
easy to defend, and I always welcome such challenges.  But we 
do not get to fight on rational grounds.  Instead, because I 
commented negatively on Islam, I was stigmatized, and my 
comments were labeled as hate speech. I lost my job, my 
previous career, and my reputation. 
In both my case and Peter’s, people gave up their ability to 
reason and instead responded to social or legal pressures to 
suppress what had been written and to protect those who were 
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deemed not only beyond rebuke, but beyond even making 
simple, obviously true observations about their religion. 
Such pressure is presented as a natural social outcry based 
upon public opinion, but this is another falsehood in this sordid 
process.  The reality is that most of this pressure is artificially 
created, subsidized heavily by extremely wealthy interests like 
the Open Borders Foundation run by George Soros and a 
hundred other smaller foundations whose names you would 
likely not recognize, but which work in concert to achieve the 
same purpose.  They fund the researchers and labelers who 
scour the Net to destroy any opposition to the globalist 
consensus. 

There is a whole nexus of news agencies and academics who 
serve as the means to accomplish these ends.  One prominent 
example is RevealHYPERLINK “http://revealnews.org/”News.Org 
(Center for Investigative Reporting) which makes an effort to 
catalog people into perpetual internet infamy if they dare ask 
controversial questions. They do this with their Hate Report, and 
many targets fall prey to their coordinated attacks, from the 
KosChertified? App to Tucker Carlson. What you will never hear 
is how the research all starts with official university projects 
(e.g. www.MembershipPuzzle.org or www.PressThHYPERLINK 
“http://www.pressthink.org/”ink.org) run by well-endowed 
scholars (like Huffington Post contributor Prof. Jay Rosen of the 
Journalism Department at NYU) who are funded by the 
aforementioned non-profit organizations (or others like 
LuminateGHYPERLINK “http://luminategroup.com/”roup.com — 
“Building Stronger Societies”) specifically to seek out and to 
silence dissent.  This information is then fed either directly to 
sympathetic journalists, most of whom work for supposedly 
independent websites like Reveal or for other media whose 
editorial boards and ownership already push this agenda. 
In order to make their findings seem legitimate, they also feed 
their findings to well-established NGOs like the Anti-Defamation 
League2 and the Southern Poverty Law Center that claim to 
monitor “hate.” There are many more such organizations, all of 
which deserve to be understood as the censors they are, and all 
of whom employ deceptive tactics to create the illusion of mass 
anger against dissenting voices.  They utilize social media either 
directly or most commonly through proxy to whip up an angry 
mob against anyone who tries to use reason too effectively 
against the protected status of an interested party (think “Hate 
Sleuths,” such as the informants found at Reveal).  They claim 
to be authorities, an assertion which none dare to challenge and 
their friends use to devastating effect. 
Should a person resist their onslaught, slanderous and malicious 
stories will be published, and a news campaign might be 
organized against them.  It was a planted hit piece against me 
in a local paper which started the action which cost me my job.  
Then, unnamed and anonymous activists started calling and 
threatening local businesses, using social media to post lies 
about their services to extort the response they wanted from the 
town — nothing less than financially destroying me.  They 
succeeded because, like the plague of locusts they resembled, 
the people who did not understand what was happening where I 
lived simply wanted them to go away. These organizations have 
learned how to focus brief outbursts of pressure to force 

compliance.  They are the censors, and few can outlast them, 
especially when the mob is used as force to back up their 
decrees. 
No one wants to believe this is how politics and cultural 
commentary function in America today. But if you are a content 
creator who comes too close to questions the system does not 
want discussed, there are many tactics which might be 
employed against you and your family. 
Losing your job isn’t where the story ends.  Hate monitoring 
groups will place you on atlases and report on you for the rest of 
your life, seeking to deny you gainful employment in any field.  
Crowdfunding sites where you could collect donations for either 
political or non-political causes will not allow you to participate, 
lest they be targeted.  Media platforms will silence you.  Even 
credit cards are now being banned from some people on the 
basis of their political speech.  And amidst seeing all this stress, 
your real friends will sometimes abandon you, and you end up 
not just deplatformed, but depersoned.  You are to be an 

example of what happens when one resists, and the extent to 
which they will go to punish you has no limits. 
Put aside all the labels.  Put aside the literally billions of dollars 
rolled into a retribution and compliance machine.  Look at the 
core questions we were asking and ask yourself: Do we deserve 
censorship? 
Did Peter deserve to be targeted for libel and deplatforming for 
honestly reporting something a group actually does?3 
Did I deserve to be banned from even raising money for 
observing that Islam treats women in a way utterly incompatible 
with our existing law and practice? 
Do you deserve to be destroyed if you ask a forbidden question 

that might offend a group or a threaten a project promoted by 
the group? 
If you answer no to any of the above questions, then you too 
stand against this effort to use labels like hate speech in order 
to abolish reasonable inquiry into the major questions of the 
time.  What you find as you research this nebulous term is there 
are very few times it is used to constrain people who genuinely 
and maliciously promote harm to others — an act most people 
naturally condemn. However, we find America’s Antifa groups 
enjoying the privilege of impunity after calling for and engaging 
in violence, while those asking the hard but legitimate questions 
of the day are ambushed. 
A better government would step in to ensure our freedom of 
speech is protected and that information on major media and 
social media platforms would remain content-neutral. But the 
extortion racket and intimidation machine has grown so 
powerful that among those who are aware — the few who 
stumble upon our forbidden books, websites, and social media 
posts — most choose to self-censor and avoid facing the wrath 
of the monster.  But what happens, I wonder, when we stop 
asking questions and just give control over to people whom we 
can no longer comment upon or critique.  What will constrain 
them from eliminating other rights we now enjoy? 
One need only look to China to see the future.  They are now 
piloting a social media score where their people are judged 
according to right-think and wrong-think.  If a Chinese person 
says and does the right things, they can enjoy all the benefits of 
society.  Speak out, and they can find their ability to travel 
curtailed, their membership in organizations postponed, or 
perhaps even a re-education camp in their future. I wonder if 
we’ll have “mental health evaluations” in the U.S.,  because it’s 
not like we would ever do something like that here…would we? 
The future is coming faster than anyone realizes, and the person 
whom everyone wants to see silenced today might just be the 
ones who told you the scary truth about tomorrow.  Whether 
you agree or disagree isn’t the issue here. What should matter 
is whether you believe their voice should be heard?  Because if 
you say no, don’t expect anyone to be there for you when the 
censors decide that what you believe is now hate, even if it 
seemed the most natural thing in the world just a few short 
years ago. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Notes: 
1 When both a Jewish journalist at the New York Daily News and 
the Jewish comedian he wrote about spoke harshly against the 

kosher-certification business, comparing it to mafia organized 
crime, there were no problems for either in the way outsiders 
like KosChertified? were treated. The NY Daily News still has an 
app in Apple’s App Store even though their printed comments 
were many magnitudes more offensive than the benign critique 
made by KosChertified? Double standards? (See “NYC 
kosHYPERLINK “https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-
metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-
story.html”hHYPERLINK “https://www.nydailynews.com/new-
york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-
story.html”eHYPERLINK “https://www.nydailynews.com/new-
york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html”r 
cops force restaurants to cancel bookings of lesbian Jewish 
comic”, Dec. 10, 2018). 
2 When RevealNews.org’s journalist Will Carless tweeted to his 
superiors about his new Hate Report victim, the KosChertified? 
app, he made sure to cc three separate recipients at the Anti-
Defamation League (ADL) in addition to the Southern Poverty 
Law Center (SPLC) and an Israeli newspaper. 

http://revealnews.org/
http://www.membershippuzzle.org/
http://www.pressthink.org/
http://www.pressthink.org/
http://luminategroup.com/
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-metro-kosher-restaurant-comic-20181209-story.html
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When public university UC Berkeley made a last-minute 
rejection of an ad in their campus paper The Daily Californian 
because it featured an image of Pepe’ the Frog, they cited the 
ADL as the source for labeling it as hate speech. 
When the private and Christian Pepperdine University of Malibu 
(California), published an ad from The OccidentHYPERLINK 
“https://www.toqonline.com/”aHYPERLINK 
“https://www.toqonline.com/”l QHYPERLINK 
“https://www.toqonline.com/”uHYPERLINK 
“https://www.toqonline.com/”aHYPERLINK 
“https://www.toqonline.com/”rHYPERLINK 
“https://www.toqonline.com/”terlHYPERLINK 

“https://www.toqonline.com/”y,a journal focusing on “Western 
Perspectives on Man, Culture and Politics,” into their campus 
paper, the senior editor publicly apologized in print the following 
week and sent a donation to the ADL in repentance…or was this 
tribute? 
The ADL is a common denominator in most activity related to 
the subject-matter of this article. 
3 Apple immediately struck hard against the KosChertified? app, 
making unfounded accusations of fraud and rejecting appeals for 
compromise or modification; YouTube gave no warning strikes, 
a very unusual circumstance — and simply made a false charge 
of “commercially deceptive content” that violates their Terms of 
Service; this resulted in shutting down of his video channel. 

Comments: 
anarchyst says: January 20, 2019 at 8:52 am  

Monika Schaefer…Ursula Haverbeck…Sylvia Stolz……all who have 
suffered imprisonment for having “incorrect thoughts” and 
questioning certain aspects of “that which shall not be 
questioned”–“holocaustianity”. You see, the jewish “holocaust” 
is the one event in 20th-century history that has been turned 
into a sacrosanct “religion”, in which questioning the validity and 
veracity of holocaust “claims” can get one prosecuted for 
“thought crimes”. All three women have been incarcerated for 
just that. 

Gary says: January 20, 2019 at 10:53 am  
Tom, thanks for the incisive and informative article. The details 
certainly show how current censorship is so effective. 
Sometimes one doesn’t even need to do anything to be 

censored and ostracized. I was a veteran science teacher at an 
inner-city high school when it was divided into 12 smaller 
schools, each of which had a millennial lead teacher. There was 
much turnover as many veteran teachers did not like working 
in a Lord of the Flies environment. I was totally unpolitical and 
innocuous at work. However, because I was an older, white 
Gentile heterosexual married male none of millenials spoke to 
me in the 2 1/2 years before my retirement. 

g washington says: January 20, 2019 at 12:27 pm  
the constitution is LAW ZERO. any violation of the constitution 
should be punishable by death without appeal. 

Rob Bottom says: January 20, 2019 at 12:37 pm  

Why hasn’t President Trump made any movement whatsoever 
towards protecting our first amendment rights online? If he 
wants to secure a legacy for himself that can withstand the 
relentless smears of the leftist media both now and in the 
future, he absolutely needs to win a second term. That will 
prove much more difficult with so many of his ardent supporters 
being silenced by social media corporations. 
Secondly, why hasn’t any non-Jewish billionaire done anything 
to change the status quo with regards to social media 
platforms? Elon Musk, for example, has expressed impatience 
with the media and threatened to create a website that tracks 
fake news and the journalists who author it, but hasn’t followed 
through. Is there anything stopping someone like him from 
starting a free speech alternative to YouTube or Twitter? It 
wouldn’t even need to be built from scratch, as there are many 
functional Asian alternatives that are simply waiting for 
someone with money to launch them on the English-speaking 
web. 
Lastly, why aren’t any politicians or political parties in Europe 
running on a platform to bring American-style first amendment 
rights to their respective constitutions? All “hate speech” 
legislation that has been successfully lobbied for by the usual 
suspects should be repealed and replaced with true freedom of 
speech; anything less should be considered an affront to our 
European values. 
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/t
he-censors-handbook/  

___________________________________________________  

Remember:  
FÜR DEUTSCHE KULTUR IN DEUTSCHLAND 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAnAX9QIHSU 
*** 

DIE "LEINE DES GRAUENS" am 19. Januar 2019 in Berlin 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWKU_ig9ZFg 

__________________________________________________ 

 

Alternative Math: 2+2 = 22 

https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.toqonline.com/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/the-censors-handbook/#comment-315330
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/the-censors-handbook/#comment-315334
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/the-censors-handbook/#comment-315335
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/the-censors-handbook/#comment-315336
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/the-censors-handbook/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/01/20/the-censors-handbook/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAnAX9QIHSU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWKU_ig9ZFg
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MONDAY 

Teacher: Oh, hi Danny come on in. 

Danny - walks up to the teacher and flashes the piece of paper 

with the test results marked ‘F’ at the teacher. 

Teacher: Looks like you’re having some trouble with addition. 

Now don’t be upset.  You’re here to learn. And we learn from 

mistakes. Everybody makes mistakes. 

Danny: Nuh-uh. 

Teacher: Look at 

this question here.  

What is 2+2?  See 

you wrote 22. But 

when we do 

addition we don’t 

just put the 

numbers next to 

each other. 

Danny: That’s stupid! 

Teacher: Alright, think about it this way.  If I have two markers 

in this hand … and then I add the two markers from this hand… 

how many markers do I have now? 

Danny: Twenty-

two! 

Teacher: No, 

Danny. It’s four. 

Danny – swipes 

the the teacher’s 

desk and runs out 

of the room. 

TUESDAY 

Danny’s parents - mother: Mrs. Wells? We’re Danny’s 

parents. 

Teacher: Oh yes! Hello. 

Please, come in.  Now 

don’t worry. It’s 

completely normal for 

kids to get frustrated 

when they’re struggling 

with a subject. 

Danny’s parents –mother: So what’s this about Danny getting 

some answers wrong on this so-called test of yours? 

Teacher: We had a test. One of the questions was what is 2+2?  

Danny answered 22… 

Danny’s parents – father: And? 

Teacher: … and that’s not the right answer. 

Danny’s parents – mother: Says who? 

Teacher: Says math. 

Danny’s parents – father: 

Are you calling my son 

stupid? 

Teacher: No, of course not! 

Danny’s parents –father:  

Who are you to say that your 

answer  is right and that  his 

is wrong? 

Danny’s  parents – mother: No no, she is right. 

Teacher: Thank you. 

Danny’s parents – 

mother: Right out of 

Nazi Germany. 

Teacher: You can’t 

honestly tell me that 

you don’t know what 

two plus two equals. 

Danny’s parents – father: So you’ve got it all figured out, 

don’t you? You smart-ass little tramp. 

Teacher: Uhhhhhhh! 

Danny’s parents - father: Uhhhh uhhh  

uhhhh. What are you? Some kind of 

retard? 

Teacher: Alright! I’m sorry, I’m not going 

to be able to continue this conversation. 

Danny’s parent - mother: We’re going 

to complain to the principal about you. 

- father: -  Danny is a free thinker! 

- mother: I’ll have your job, bitch. 

Teacher: Not if you can’t add two and 

two together, you won’t.  

Danny’s parents - mother - slaps 

the teacher in the face. 

 

WEDNESDAY 

Principal: Mrs Wells. 

Teacher: Oh sorry Principal. I didn’t see you. 

Principal: I understand you had an issue yesterday with the 

parents of one of our students. 

Teacher: It did get a little crazy. 

Principal: When things get out of hand I really need  you to let 

me know about it. 

Teacher: Sure. So how do you want to handle it? 

Principal:I guess you could apologize. 

Teacher: Apol… – What?  His mom hit me! 

Principal: I understand you told Danny he had a wrong answer 

on his test. 

Teacher: He did have a wrong answer on his test. 

Principal: It’s not our job to tell students when they are right 

or wrong. 

Teacher: That is exactly what our job is. 

Principal: Parents don’t want you ramming your biased views 

down their kids’ throats. 

Teacher: That’s not biased. That’s how math works. 

Principal: You know what doesn’t work? Your attitude. Maybe I 

can explain this in math terms, so you can understand. If you 

took all the kids in this class room and divided them by zero, 

that’s exactly the amount of respect you are giving them. 

Something you’d like to say? 

Teacher: You can’t divide a number by 

zero and get zero. 

Principal: So now I am stupid. Just 

some crazy administrator doing paper 

work, while you super star teachers 

change the world! 

THURSDAY 

Parents demonstrating 

outside school shouting 

- placard: Students Count, 

Teachers Divide! 

-accusing Mrs Wells:  

Stop undermining our kids’ 

confidence! Are you going to apologize to the parents? 

Why did you ever start teaching, if you hate children? 

Teacher Mrs 

Wells is facing a 

tribunal of 5 

people 

Superintendent:  

Please have a 

seat, Mrs Wells. 

 

Teacher: Thank 

you. You know, I honestly think this will all blow over if we just 

wait a week or so. 
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Superintendent: I’m afraid we can’t do that. 

Teacher: Why not? 

Superintendent: 

They are suing .. 

Teacher: For what? 

Mayor: Emotional 

distress to a minor.  

Mrs Wells, can you 

please tell the 

members of this board 

exactly when you 

became aware of this fiasco and the events leading up to the 

riot. 

Teacher: Riot?  I 

just told a student 

that two plus two 

equals four. 

Superintendent: 

We need for you to 

recant that. 

Teacher: What? 

Superintendent: Just say that you’re open to the possibility 

that there might be multiple correct answers. 

Teacher: But that’s not true.  We can’t let them bully us. This is 

so stupid! 

Principal: Stupid. That’s your problem. Anyone who disagrees 

with you is stupid. 

Teacher: There is nothing to disagree with. There is only one 

correct answer. 

Mayor: For your sake, I certainly hope you have that correct 

answer when the media gets wind of this. 

Teacher: I do. It’s four. 

Principal: I have my own answer. This school minus you equals 

tomorrow. 

Teacher: You’re firing me? 

Principal: Suspending. While you reconsider your extremist 

views. 

Mayor: You brought this on yourself. 

FRIDAY 

Teacher - sitting at home on her couch watching TV when the 

announcer comes on - 

TV Announcer: Breaking News - In what’s being called 

Mathgate an activist elementary school teacher was caught 

abusing her student’s First Amendment Rights.   

TV  Panel of 3 people – 

First panel member:  So this teacher, this liberal elitist, tells 

this innocent little first-grade kid that his answer is wrong. Only 

her answer is acceptable. 

Second panel member: Yeah, from what I hear, she doesn’t 

even keep these students for more than a year. After that, they 

all leave her and go to another teacher. 

Teacher: It’s called graduating! 

TV Announcer:  

- Headlines on TV 

screen read - 

“Opinionated Math’’, 

“Should basic 

Mathematics be open 

to debate?” -  

It’s creating some 

good healthy debate in 

this country. Some 

experts say that 2+2 = 4. Others say that it’s 22. 

Teacher: No they don’t! 

TV Announcer: If you hate America that much, why don’t you 

go teach in Commie France? 

Teacher:  - her phone rings - Hello! 

Principal: Hello, Mrs Wells. The Board decided that for 

everyone’s benefit, your services will no longer be required. 

Teacher: For everyone’s benefit?  How about the kids? 

Principal: I need you to come by the school tomorrow. We 

don’t want you to radicalize our students anymore. 

SATURDAY 

- Teacher arrives 

at the school and 

is confronted by a 

team of journalist, 

photographers 

and the Principal 

–  

Principal: Mrs 

Wells, thank you 

so much for coming.  I’m just so sorry it happened this way. If 

you’d only been willing to be more open-minded. 

Teacher: About math?  What 

about academic integrity? 

Principal: You were warned. 

Given an explanation. And yet, 

you persisted. But, we will of 

course fulfill our financial 

obligations. Now, that’s $2,000 

for your last pay period and 

$2,000 for this one. So, that’s 

$4,000. 

Teacher: smiling - Wrong. It’s $22,000!  

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zh3Yz3PiXZw 

______________________________  

Such matters flourished within the so-called western 

democratic world’s education scene from the late 1960s –

early 1970s onwards, made worse by “Holocaust 

education” where unquestionable “hurt feelings” and the 

non-questioning of basic facts rule supreme!  

It has become an offence to question the veracity of a 

self-proclaimed Holocaust victim’s absurd statements. 

Why? 

Those who resisted this nonsense either fled the scene or 

fought valiantly by taking their matter into the legal 

sphere – where things reflected a similar Talmudic-Torah-

Marxist-Feminist mindset at work – EQUALITY of 

OUTCOMES – MULTICULTURALISM, Anti-Hate-Racism-

Nazism, etc.  

The Rationale still rests on the fallacy that humans can 

overcome their biological limitations by rejecting the 

biological imperative and then using legal force to 

enforce the “I can be anyone I wish to be”! Woe be those 

who refuse to believe in the new Politically Correct 

Dogma!  

The following article is over two decades old but it 

alludes to some of the issues that dissenting truth-

seekers will inevitably face! 

***  

 
October 3 2008 - 12:05AM 

Goroke man on denial charges 

LAURA POOLE 
BRITISH police have arrested a former Goroke man at 

Heathrow Airport for Holocaust denial allegations. 
Australian revisionist historian Gerald Fredrick Toben 
faces a hearing in London to determine whether he will 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zh3Yz3PiXZw
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be extradited to Germany to face allegations of Holocaust 
denial. 

Toben taught at Goroke Consolidated School for two 
years until February 1985 and drove a Goroke school bus 

for four years. 
Toben, a director of right wing think-tank Adelaide 
Institute, primarily a website, has consistently challenged 
history's account of the Jewish Holocaust during the 
Second World War. 

Toben, 64, was arrested on a plane at Heathrow Airport 
on Wednesday. Metropolitan Police executed a European 
Union arrest warrant issued by German authorities on a 
Dubai-bound plane. 
The arrest warrant accuses Toben of having published 
material on the internet `of an anti-Semitic and-or 
revisionist nature' in Australia, Germany and other 

countries. 
Appearing before City of Westminster Magistrate's Court 
on Wednesday, Toben said he did not agree to being 

extradited. Toben told the court he did not believe he 
would receive a fair trial in Germany. "It's a witch trial 
mentality in Germany concerning this matter, which is 

not the case in England yet," Toben said. "I see this 
matter as a legal ambush." 
A district judge denied bail and remanded Toben in 
custody to reappear for an extradition hearing today. 
Toben was born in Jade, North Germany and migrated to 
Australia with his parents, twin brother and two sisters in 
1954. The family bought a farm near Edenhope. 

Toben completed a matriculation certificate with honours 
at Edenhope High School in 1962. Twenty years later he 

joined the teaching staff at Goroke school. 
Toben was working at the ministry's Horsham office 

when it sacked him on February 4, 1985 for claims of 
incompetence and disobedience. 
Earlier the ministry had removed him from his job 
teaching English at Goroke school. In 1989 when Toben 
was reinstated as a teacher by the Melbourne County 

Court [sic-] he told the Mail-Times that the Wimmera had 
provided wonderful support. [sic -] 
"Most Goroke people too were wonderful with their 
support and encouragement," he said in 1989. "Yes there 
was a small anti- German pocket but the anti-Toben 
element was less than a handful." 
In 1999 a Mannheim judge in Germany sentenced Toben 

to 10 months' jail for spreading anti- Semitic and neo-
Nazi propaganda. He spent seven months in jail awaiting 
trial. After the trial he walked free after German 

sympathisers paid for the remaining three months of his 
sentence. 
In 2002 the Federal Court of Australia ruled the Adelaide 

Institute should remove Holocaust denial material. 
Toben's court hearing in Britain continues tonight Eastern 
Standard Time. 
- with AAP 
*https://www.mailtimes.com.au/story/965172/goroke-

man-on-denial-charges/

 

Morality, Truth, Facts Have Exited From The Dying West 
By Paul Craig Roberts May 4, 2018 

If you don’t think we live in a crazy 
world, here is Netanyahu, the genocidal 
zionist leader of Israel, an invader 
which has destroyed Palestine and 
seized Palestine for Jews, expelling 
Palestinians from their homes, villages 

and country, accusing Abbas, the front 

man chosen by Washington and Israel as Palestine’s 
leader, of being a Holocaust denier. 
A rival absurdity is the nomination of President Trump for 
the Nobel Peace Prize. 

In the account I read, Abbas says nothing about the 
Holocaust. He says that the European prejudice against 
Jews resulted from European’s experience with their 
sharp financial practices, not from some sort of religious 
hostility. This is, of course, consistent with numerous 
historical accounts predating the Israeli colonial 
occupation of Palestine. 

What was the Holocaust? According to zionists, the 

Holocaust was National Socialist Germany’s elimination of 
6 million Jews by first gassing them and then cremating 
the bodies. It is unclear how Germany managed this feat 
when all of its limited and dwindling resources were 

https://www.mailtimes.com.au/story/965172/goroke-man-on-denial-charges/
https://www.mailtimes.com.au/story/965172/goroke-man-on-denial-charges/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/author/paul-craig-roberts/?ptype=article
https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201805021064078676-netanyahu-abbas-holcaust-denial/
http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?521843-Trump-Formally-Nominated-For-Nobel-Peace-Prize
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employed, unsuccessfully as it turns out, on the Russian 
front. 

Photos demonstrating the Holocaust include dead 
skeletal-like bodies. But these are not people gased and 

cremated. These are deaths from typhus and starvation. 
The disintegrating German state had no food or 
medicines for Germans and often not for its own soldiers. 
Concentration camp inmates were on the bottom of the 
totem pole.  
We know very little about the Holocaust, because no one 
is allowed to study it. Anyone in Europe who studies it 
and makes the slightest correction to the zionist narrative 
is arrested and imprisoned as a Holocaust denier.  

There is no doubt that many Jews were killed, but there 
are different views about the various means employed 
and the extent to which the process was organized or 
haphazard. Before differences could be resolved and 
sorted out, the subject was put off limits. 
For example, suppose a scholar in Germany discovers a 

previously unknown document that proves that National 

Socialist Germany exterminated 3 million Jews. This 
discovery of proof of the Holocaust would be rewarded 
with the arrest and imprisonment of the scholar for 
reporting the document, because it conflicts with the 
official zionist declaration of 6 million. The document 
would be branded a falsification and discarded. The 

scholar’s career would be ruined. 
The Holocaust is not a subject that can be studied or 
investigated. It is an occurance handed down by zionists 
that cannot be examined or modified and certainly not 
questioned. We must take it on faith alone. If a scholar 
does not, he is a Holocaust denier and, if European or 
captured in Europe, he is imprisoned. 

For many people, this has raised quesions about the 
Holocaust as studies of the event should confirm the 

zionists’ account and be welcomed, not suppressed. 
The Holocaust occurred about 75 years ago. Norman 

Finkelstein and other Jewish scholars have explained how 
the Holocaust has been used to deflect criticism of 
Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians. Before our eyes 
the Israelis are committing holocaust against the 
Palestinians, and nothing is done about it. You are not 
even permitted to protest. South Carolina has recently 
passed a law making it illegal to criticize Israel for 

anything, no matter how egregious. The bill purports to 
be combating “anti-semitism,” but the definition of anti-
semitism is criticism of Israel or support for boycotts 
against Israel. In other words, in South Carolina it is 
illegal to sanction Israel or to criticize its inhumane 
policies toward the Palestinians. But Russia, Iran, and 

North Korea can be sanctioned on the basis of false 

accusations alone. 
Three years ago South Carolina passed a law prohibiting 
state contracts with US companies that boycott Israel. 
The South Carolina government, like most other states, is 
in Israel’s pocket. The state and federal governments 
respond to Israel, not to Americans, and certainly not to 
moral imperatives. 

So what are we to conclude? That Holocaust against Jews 
is morally unacceptable, but Holocaust against 
Palestinians is morally acceptable? 
The myth of “Western democracy” is based on voting, 

which never changes anything. Trump campaigned on 
ending the war in Syria and normalizing relations with 
Russia, but where are we today? The US is attacking 

Syrian Army positions and fomenting war with Russia. 
Yet this has not prevented Trump from being nominated 
for the Nobel peace prize. 

Former CIA officer Philip Giraldi says that America’s 
neoconservative Jews are driving America’s wars for 

Israel’s benefit. 
The neoconservatives have created a new think tank with 

which to demonize Russia and foment war. 
The Israel Lobby has often demonstrated its power to 
overturn the US Constitution’s guarantee of free speech 
and to remove tenured professors from American 
Universities for criticizing Israel’s inhumane treatment of 

Palestinians. No American university professor has the 
right of free speech or the protection of tenure if the 
Israel Lobby objects. 
A crazed or corrupt federal judge in New York—paid off 
by who?—has ordered Iran to pay $6 billion to 9/11 
victims although Iran has nothing whatsoever to do with 
the 9/11 attack. 
Clearly, the purpose of this hoax judicial decision is to 
make insouciant Americans believe that Iran was behind 
9/11 and therefore muster Americans’ support for a 
military attack on Iran. 

Meanwhile, the Russians are so befuddled by their desire 
to be part of the West that they have no idea of the 

decadence that they would be joining: 
In the UK teenage girls sell their virginity. One got $1.5 
million. 
UK minister’s secretary caught selling sex online. Extra 
price for doing it on the minister’s desk. 
German university teaches women how to masturbate for 
maximum pleasure. 

Human relations break down as Western civilization turns 
to sex robots. 
From the looks of things, males in the West are as 
endangered as morality, truth, and facts. See here and 
here. 

At one time these reports would have been shocking. 

Today they are lost in the decadence of the West. 
If Washington had any sense, Washington would get rid 
of Russia by allowing Russia to join the West and become 

firmly mired in the decadence before the emasculation of 
American males leaves them unfit as soldiers. Does the 
West, the culture of which is geared toward the 
emasculation of males, really want to go to war against 
Russia and China? Doesn’t seem to me like a good 
decision. 

The Best of Paul Craig Roberts 
Paul Craig Roberts, a former Assistant Secretary of the US 
Treasury and former associate editor of the Wall Street 

Journal, has been reporting shocking cases of 
prosecutorial abuse for two decades. A new edition of his 
book, The Tyranny of Good Intentions, co-authored with 
Lawrence Stratton, a documented account of how 
Americans lost the protection of law, has been released 
by Random House. Visit his website. 
Copyright © 2018 Paul Craig Roberts 
PaulCraigRoberts.org 

********  
Call for conspiracy theorist David Icke’s Australian 

tour to be banned 

Ben Graham@bengrahamjourno 

January 21, 20198:17p 
One of the world’s most famous conspiracy theorists — who 
believes Earth is secretly ruled by a race of shapeshifting 
reptiles who control human behaviour — is facing calls for his 
Aussie tour to be scrapped. 
David Icke, a British former footballer and BBC broadcaster, is 
flogging tickets for a speaking tour of Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide, Brisbane and Hobart titled Everything You Need to 

Know and his website states that his visa for the dates has been 
granted after an anxious wait for his fans. 

http://www.thetower.org/6154-south-carolina-is-first-state-to-pass-law-defining-anti-semitism-countering-on-campus-hate/
http://www.thetower.org/6154-south-carolina-is-first-state-to-pass-law-defining-anti-semitism-countering-on-campus-hate/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/06/05/south-carolina-passes-historic-anti-boycott-law/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.2224f9d85293
http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/americas-jews-are-driving-americas-wars/?highlight=Philip+Girandi+America%27s+Jews+are+driving+America%27s+Wars
http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/americas-jews-are-driving-americas-wars/?highlight=Philip+Girandi+America%27s+Jews+are+driving+America%27s+Wars
https://russia-insider.com/en/boot-applebaum-kristol-and-bunch-other-neocons-form-brand-new-russia-bashing-think-tank/ri23312
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/11/10/the-tragic-case-of-denis-rancourt-and-arthur-topham/
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/11/10/the-tragic-case-of-denis-rancourt-and-arthur-topham/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201805021064081568-us-court-billions-iran/
https://sputniknews.com/world/201805021064081568-us-court-billions-iran/
https://www.rt.com/search?q=UK+teens+sell+their+virginity
https://www.rt.com/search?q=UK+minister%27s+secretary+caught+selling+sex+online
https://www.rt.com/search?q=Masturbation+workshops+for+women
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/dec/13/sex-love-and-robots-the-end-of-intimacy
https://www.rt.com/uk/423553-school-gender-inclusive-uniforms/
https://www.rt.com/usa/425720-boy-scouts-name-change-girls/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/author/paul-craig-roberts/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0307396061?ie=UTF8&tag=lewrockwell&linkCode=xm2&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0307396061
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/
https://www.news.com.au/the-team/ben-graham
https://www.news.com.au/the-team/ben-graham
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However, Australian civil rights organisation, the Anti-
Defamation Commission (ADC), has blasted the decision from 
the Department of Home Affairs — saying Mr Icke has been 
“widely condemned for his long history of propagating anti-
Semitic propaganda and of scapegoating Jews”. 
The ADC, headed by chairman Dvir Abramovich, accuses Mr Icke 
of claiming “Rothschild Zionists”, which include many eminent 
Jews, secretly dominate the world, that Jews have bankrolled 
Adolf Hitler and enslaved humanity. 
“Australia should not throw open its doors and put out the 
welcome mat to a hate-preacher who spews anti-Semitic 
conspiracy theories and myths, and who traffics in bigoted 

rants,” Dr Abramovich said. “This is a man who claims that the 
Jews funded the Holocaust and who casts doubt on the 
extermination of six million Jews, who maintains that the world 
is run by a secret cabal of Jews and who has said that racist far-
right groups are fronts for the Jews.” 
The widely-followed conspiracy theorist has more than 560,000 
subscribers on YouTube and his recent tweets see him slapping 
down climate change as a hoax and saying Donald Trump is 
“owned” by “ultra-Zionists”. 
According to his website, Mr Icke’s Aussie tour is an attempt to 
“awaken Humanity, in a time when more and more people are 
beginning to look up and question the World around them”. 
It’s not the first time he’s been here. 
In 2016, he charged thousands of fans up to $100 a pop for his 
speaking tour for talks which lasted up to 12 hours. 
They covered topics including how September 11 was a set-up 
and how the moon was being used as a hollowed-out space 
station. 
Before the tour, Mr Icke told news.com.au the attacks on the 
World Trade Center’s Twin Towers were part of a wider plan to 
control the public. 
“Wherever you look, it doesn’t make sense,” he said. “The story 
of how those planes were flown and who flew them makes no 
sense at all. How those buildings came down makes no sense, 
either. It’s not just me saying it, it’s experts in those fields 
saying it.” 
He has also written extensively about how reptiles have 
controlled humankind since ancient times. 
According to Mr Icke, our modern-day reptile overlords include 
Queen Elizabeth, George W. Bush, Henry Kissinger, Bill and 
Hillary Clinton and Bob Hope — and he even claims that the 
lizards are behind secret societies like the Freemasons and the 
Illuminati. 
In a trainwreck interview on the Today show before the previous 
tour, Mr Icke became increasingly frustrated with then hosts 
Karl Stefanovic and Lisa Wilkinson who tried to wrap their heads 
around his theories. 
After a terse opening exchange with the hosts, Mr Icke lashed 
out. “You don’t know what my theories are. You have been 
briefed this morning by a researcher. You don’t know what my 
theories are,” he said. 
“I’m trying to understand it on behalf of the audience so they 
can understand it,” Wilkinson countered, still trying to keep the 
interview on track. 
But her co-host, Stefanovic, was clearly unimpressed, making a 

“this guy’s loco” face directly into the camera. 
Jokes aside, the ADC says there is a more sinister theme 
running through Mr Icke’s work — adding that neo-Nazi 
movements heaped praise on his theories and lauded him for 
drawing attention to the “Jewish problem”. 
“He also endorses and draws inspiration from the notorious 
forgery The Protocols of Zions, which influenced Hitler and was 
exploited by the Nazis to degrade Jews, and who maintains that 
a Jewish organisation was behind the slave trade,” Dr 
Abramovich said. “Icke’s revolting anti-Jewish propaganda and 

abhorrent rhetoric should not be given a platform. His visit 
would only bolster extremist sentiment and may give rise to 
violence. It would also send the wrong signal about our nation, 
and violate our core values of tolerance, diversity and respect. 
As we witness a significant increase in anti-Semitism and neo-
Nazi sentiment in Australia, Icke’s visit poses a significant risk of 
vilifying the Jewish community and inciting against it.” 
The ADC will be writing to Immigration Minister David Coleman 
asking him to use his powers to revoke Mr Icke’s visa. 
News.com.au has reached out to Mr Icke for comment. 
*https://www.news.com.au/technology/science/conspir
acy-theorist-who-believes-reptiles-run-the-world-faces-

callforhisaussietourtobescrapped/newsstory/a4e63027c
6a7a18d591180aa4f572e44 

********  
Lab revokes honorary titles for Nobel Prize winner 

James Watson after repeated racist comments 
N'dea Yancey-Bragg, USA TODAY Published 4:20 p.m. 

ET Jan. 13, 2019 | Updated 6:18 a.m. ET Jan. 14, 2019 
Nobel Prize-winning scientist James Watson, who helped 
discover the structure of DNA, was stripped of several honorary 
titles last week after his recent comments linking race and 
intelligence to genetics. Time 
Nobel Prize-winning scientist James Watson has been stripped of 
his honorary titles at the laboratory he once led after doubling 
down on racist comments. 
Watson, who discovered DNA’s double helix structure alongside 
Francis Crick and Rosalind Franklin in the 1950s, said that genes 

cause a difference on IQ tests between blacks and whites, in a 
recent PBS documentary "American Masters: Decoding Watson." 
The leaders of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory on Long Island 
said in a statement his comments were “reprehensible, 
unsupported by science.”  
This isn't Watson’s first controversial comment about race. He 
lost his position as chancellor at the lab in 2007 after he told the 
Sunday Times he was “inherently gloomy about the prospect of 
Africa" because "all our social policies are based on the fact that 
their intelligence is the same as ours, whereas all the testing 
says not really." 
He added that although he wished everyone were equal, “people 
who have to deal with black employees find this not true.” 

James Watson, founder of the DNA 
structure and winner of the 1962 
Physiology and Medicine Nobel Prize, 
has had his honorary titles revoked by 
the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in 
New York. (Photo: Jose Mendez, EPA-
EFE file photo) 
His comments in the documentary 

“effectively reverse the written apology and retraction Dr. 
Watson made in 2007,” the lab’s statement read. As a result, 
the lab stripped him of his titles of Chancellor Emeritus, Oliver 
R. Grace Professor Emeritus and Honorary Trustee. 
Watson became the first person to sell his Nobel Prize in 2014 
as part of an attempt to restore his reputation, the New York 
Times reported. 
His son Rufus told the Associated Press that his 90-year-old 
father is recovering at home from a car crash in October and 
has “very minimal” awareness of his surroundings. 
“My dad’s statements might make him out to be a bigot and 
discriminatory,” he said. "They just represent his rather narrow 
interpretation of genetic destiny.” 
*https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/
01/13/dna-pioneer-james-watson-honors-racist-
comments/2565503002/ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

WHY, OH, WHY, WON’T THEY LET HIM REST? 

Is the world’s most maligned person fascinating individuals  

who themselves are blinded by their own hatred of such ideals as Truth, Beauty, Honour, 

Justice? 

------------------------------------------------------------------
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Hitler elevated racist Munich workers’ group into Nazi Party 
TROY LENNON History Editor, Daily Telegraph, 5 January 2019 

Germany was in a state of chaos after defeat in World 
War I. There were revolts in the street as a new 

republican government tried to assert its authority in the 

wake of the collapse of the monarchy.  
Meanwhile in Versailles, the leaders of the victor nations 
were deciding Germany’s punishment for their part in the 
war, without any consultation with the German people. 
A group of German nationalists gathered at a hotel in 
Munich a century ago today, on January 5, 1919.  
They were outraged that, having borne the worst of the 

hardships brought by the war, the working class were 
now about to be hit again with hardships imposed by 
reparations. They were also worried that the 
communists, spearheading the revolts, would gain power 
over the fragile republic and wipe away the traditional 
German way of life. 
Among those men were Anton Drexler, a railway 

locksmith and tool maker, Karl Harrer, a journalist and 
member of the mystic right-wing Thule Society, and 
fervent nationalist playwright Dietrich Eckart. 
Drawn together by their racism, anti-Semitism and 
nationalism and their hatred of both communism and 
capitalism, together they formed the Deutsche 

Arbeiterpartei (DAP), or German Workers’ Party. 
Although it lacked any firm direction and started with 
only around 40 members, it would grow its membership 
under a charismatic Austrian-born orator named Adolf 
Hitler. It would then later transform into the National 
Socialist German Workers’ Party, better known as the 
Nazi Party. 

Drexler was one of the prime movers behind the 

founding of the DAP. Born in Munich in 1884, he grew up 
in an era when Germany, which had only unified in 1871, 
was revelling in its new-found industrial strength and 
growing military might under Kaiser Wilhelm II. Drexler 
grew up believing in Germany’s greatness. His father, 
who Drexler later described as a “working man”, was a 

member of the Social Democrats, a left-wing political 
party that represented the working class. Drexler took up 
an apprenticeship as a locksmith, but after finishing his 
apprenticeship he resisted pressure to join a union and 
found himself on the outer.  
He hated being drawn into the politics and getting 

involved in “communist scraps”, so he made a living 
doing odd jobs until he found a position in Munich on the 
railways. 

When war broke out in 1914 he tried to sign up for the 
army but was deemed unfit. But, incensed by the Social 
Democrats organising strikes, he decided to become 
politically active. In 1917 he joined the far-right 

Deutsche Vaterlandspartei (German Fatherland Party). 
But as Germany began to lose the war in 1918 he 
became aware of the strength of feeling among workers 
against continuing the war. He then formed his own 
political group, Der Freie Arbeiterausschuss für 
einenguten Frieden (Free Workers’Committee for a Good 
Peace), to try to work toward ending the war without 

destroying Germany in the process. 

But as Germany sank into revolution around the time of 
the Armistice, Drexler realised that his  

committee was ineffectual. It was never  able to do much 

in the face of the  organised rallies, protests and armed  
revolt of the communists. 
He was approached by Harrer, founder of the Politischer 
Arbeiterzirkel (Political Workers’ Circle), with the 
suggestion that they join together to form a new political 
party. Harrer was editor of the Thule Society’s newspaper 
The Munich Observer. The society, vehemently anti-

Semitic, anti-communist and concerned with racial 
purity, was set up by the Teutonic Order, who used the 
Swastika as their symbol.  
Harrer had formed his party as part of his brief to exert a 
right-wing political influence over workers. 
Harrer and Drexler also contacted playwright Eckart, 
editor of the anti-Semitic paper Auf gut Deutsch (In Plain 

German), and Gottfried Feder, a civil engineer and self-
educated economist who wrote for Eckart’s paper. They 
met in the hotel Furstenfelder Hof in Munich on January 
5, 1919, while the Spartacist revolt was taking place in 
Berlin, and officially formed the DAP. Drexler was elected 
chairman and Harrer was given the honorary title of 

Reich Chairman.  
The party had no particular politicl aim or platform, apart 
from blaming Jews, foreigners, capitalists and 
communists for their current terrible predicament. 
Members would give lectures on various topics relating to 
this malformed world view, but membership stagnated. 
At their first public appearance in May 1919 the DAP was 

only able to field 10 members. 

In July 1919 Hitler returned to Munich after having spent 
time recovering from injuries sustained in a gas attack 
during the war.  
Without any prospect of making the living he wanted to 
make as a painter, he remained in the army and was 
assigned to an intelligence unit, tasked by his superior in 

the Reichswehr, Karl Mayr, with the mission to infiltrate 
political movements. 
In September he went to spy on a DAP meeting but was 
not overly impressed. He later wrote in Mein Kampf that, 
“The impression it made upon me was neither good nor 
bad. I felt that here was just another one of these many 

new societies which were being formed at that time.” 
He listened patiently to the speaker, Feder, but when 
someone in the audience argued against Feder’s point of 

view, Hitler leapt to Feder’s defence. 
Impressed with Hitler’s oratory skills, Drexler invited him 
to join the party, giving him some DAP pamphlets to 
read. 

Mayr encouraged Hitler to join the party, which he did. 
Hitler was soon giving speeches and taking a leading role 
in the party. By February of 1920 he was the leading 
figure in the DAP, working out a new political program 
and renaming it the National Socialist German Workers 
Party, but it would become known as the Nazi Party. 
Harrer left the party in protest as Drexler was sidelined 

as leader. Eckart died in 1923, while Feder remained an 
important Nazi theorist up until his death in 1941. 
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